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Having recently turned 30, Jazzmeia Horn has generated a great deal of
excitement in the jazz world. Expectations remain high for the singer, who
earned a Grammy nomination for her 2017 debut recording, A Social Call.
The Dallas-born, New York-based Horn rose to the occasion with her quite
personal 2019 sophomore release, Love and Liberation, and challenges
herself again with her latest offering, Dear Love, Strive! (Empress Legacy).
Fronting and arranging for a big band, Horn sings and recites lines
inspired by her observations of the world and continues to refine an
individual voice that bears echoes of Sarah Vaughan and Betty Carter.
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Voices of the Ages
Maybe it was your parents’ worn copy of Ella and Louis. Or
maybe it was your older sister’s copy of Joni Mitchell’s Mingus.
Or, possibly, it was the first time you heard Diana Krall or Norah
Jones. But somewhere along the line, jazz singing crept into your
consciousness and set up camp, leaving you hungry for more.
Jazz singers have intrigued listeners since the earliest days
of recording. One could debate whether seminal artists
such as Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey were blues or
jazz singers — the categories were certainly less
prescribed back then — but unquestionably
they set the template for what would
follow. Louis Armstrong played cornet
behind Smith and Rainey and other
singers in the 1920s and developed a
vocal style that would turn the jazz
world on its ear. His innovations
influenced Billie Holiday, who in
turn influenced Frank Sinatra and on
down the line.
Armstrong is often credited
with inventing scat singing — he
attributed it to his sheet music falling
off the stand and having to improvise
words he couldn’t remember — which
opened yet another avenue for jazz singing.
One of the paragons of scat, Ella Fitzgerald,
raised the form to high art, more than holding her
own alongside some of the greatest instrumental
improvisers to ever grace a bandstand.
A cousin of scat, “vocalese,” inverted the
concept by having singers fit words to previously
recorded instrumental passages. One of the
most popular examples was Eddie Jefferson’s
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lyrics to James Moody’s version of “I’m in the Mood for Love,”
the resulting “Moody’s Mood for Love” becoming a hit for
King Pleasure in the early 1950s. The great jazz lyricist and
singer Jon Hendricks would similarly tinker with the jazz
canon, his group Lambert, Hendricks and Ross presenting
the apotheosis of the vocalese art as they reworked songs
by Count Basie, Bobby Timmons, Horace Silver and John
Coltrane, among others.
By the 1960s, jazz singing would head
in bold new directions, with singers such
as Abbey Lincoln and Nina Simone
powerfully addressing racial injustice
in their words and music. Betty Carter
and Leon Thomas also experimented
with different modes of expression,
once again expanding the realm of
what jazz singing could be. Initially
considered a folk singer, Joni Mitchell
invested plenty of jazz phrasing in
her performances, turning on yet
another generation — even if they
were unaware of it — to jazz. Fellow
Canadian Diana Krall, a straightahead
jazz phenom equally adept as a pianist
and vocalist, has spoken of her devotion to
Mitchell, and Norah Jones has likely taken a
few pages from the Mitchell playbook with her
genre-straddling songcraft.
Today’s jazz vocalists borrow from it all, as
artists from Kurt Elling and Somi to Sara Serpa and
Michael Mayo, each of whom appear in this issue,
continue to refine the role of the jazz singer in the
21st Century. —Michael Fagien

Season the Moment
Gregory Porter shares culinary gifts from a familiar setting: his kitchen.
The COVID-19 pandemic inspired untold thousands to take a trip to
what, for many, was an unfamiliar destination — their kitchen,
where they set out to learn about the joy of cooking. But while
jazz vocalist and master songwriter Gregory Porter wound up in
the same location, his journey was quite different.
Already an accomplished chef with an admirable
assortment of specialties, Porter used his time off the road to
create The Porterhouse, a series of six videos in which he teaches
viewers how to prepare a wide variety of food, including meals
inspired by his musical jaunts around the globe. The result is
part travelogue, part autobiography and entirely appetizing.
At first blush, the project may seem like a departure, but not
to Porter. When asked what singing to an audience and creating
a delectable dish have in common, he replies, “Culture, influence,
the desire to be noticed, liked, appreciated. There’s a nurturing
aspect to both music and food. Making a warm bowl of soup,
putting it in front of a person and seeing them consume it —
that’s joy. And I get the same joy in music.”
As the seventh of eight kids growing up in Bakersfield,
California, Porter was raised by his mother, who not only
supplied a soundtrack via her record collection, but also taught
him to cook. Later, after he moved to New York, Porter worked
in the kitchen of his brother’s Bedford-Stuyvesant restaurant.
Happy customers dubbed him “Soup Man” before he became a
world-famous recording artist.
Flash forward to 2019. Porter was focused on the studio,
cutting tracks for All Rise, arguably his most ambitious and
most personal recording. The album features ornate production,
marked by a horn section, a 10-person choir and contributions
from the London Symphony Orchestra Strings. All Rise was
released in August 2020, and under ordinary circumstances,
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Porter would have immediately launched a tour to support
it. With live venues shuttered because of COVID-19, that was
impossible. But luckily, the concept behind The Porterhouse was
already simmering.
“It’s something that had been on my mind for quite some
time,” he confirms. “I kind of feel like touring all over the world
has been a musical tour and a culinary tour, as well. Especially
the early festivals I went to were like cultural exchange events,
where they would have artists come in from New York City and
the local people would be very excited for them to try the local
cuisine. In Kazakhstan, I ate goat head and even horse head
in this beautiful ceremony they had. And likewise, different
regions in France might be known for a particular candy, or their
wine, or their pork sausage.”
The first episode of The Porterhouse draws from Porter’s trips
to Russia by way of a tutorial on making the perfect borsch. “The
beets aren’t overwhelming,” he promises about his variation,
which incorporates elements of a family recipe from his wife,
Victoria. “It’s surprisingly accessible.” Mouth-watering recipes
in other editions include seared ahi tuna, mussels with fennel
cream sauce, gumbo, barbecue chicken and ribs, and, naturally,
Porterhouse steak.
Porter certainly isn’t leaving music behind. He’s recording
new songs that could wind up on a deluxe edition of All Rise or
an entirely new album. But he retains warm feelings for The
Porterhouse.
“It was a nice moment of recovery,” he says. “The morning
the camera crew came to my house, I’d just gotten my second
[COVID] shot. I remember feeling excitement and optimism, and
hopefully that comes across in the moments I’m on-screen.”
— Michael Roberts
Photo by Vika Porter
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Wake-Up Call

Ledisi is feeling good about the legacy of Nina Simone.
Starting with two sold-out performances with the National
Symphony Orchestra at the Kennedy Center in 2017,
Ledisi has built upon her formidable two-decade R&B/
jazz legacy — which includes a 2021 Grammy win for
Best Traditional R&B Performance (“Anything for You”)
after 12 previous nominations — by honoring and
celebrating the music of iconic singer, songwriter and
civil rights activist Nina Simone.
Ledisi Sings Nina, her recent independently
released recording, features performances with the
Netherlands-based Metropole Orkest conducted by
Jules Buckley and the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra
directed by Adonis Rose. The project is the culmination
of her years of producing and touring tribute shows at
concert halls and festivals.
In November 2020, PBS debuted Ledisi Live: A
Tribute to Nina Simone, a concert showcasing Simone’s
dynamic mix of jazz, blues and folk songs from the
1950s and ’60s, taped at Myron’s Jazz Cabaret at the
Smith Center in Las Vegas. In 2019, the singer wrote and
starred in the autobiographical theatrical production
The Legend of Little Girl Blue, which ran three weeks at
the Lovelace Studio Theatre at the Wallis Annenberg
Center for the Performing Arts in Los Angeles. The
show, subtitled “A Musical Journey Into the Lives of
Nina Simone and Ledisi,” blended classical, jazz and
R&B with a powerful narrative about the artists’ crossgenerational bond.
On Ledisi Sings Nina, the singer includes the racially
charged “Four Women” — which she memorably
performed on the 2010 BET special Black Girls Rock!
with Jill Scott, Marsha Ambrosius and Kelly Price — but
focuses for the most part on Simone’s apolitical songs
such as “Feeling Good,” “My Baby Just Cares for Me,”
“Ne Me Quitte Pas” and “Wild Is the Wind.”
“Nina’s intensity as an activist sometimes makes
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us overlook the other side of her,” says Ledisi. “She
was also about love and yearning and the spirit of
giving. She was ahead of her time and even after her
time. When all of her peers have gone away, her voice,
literally and figuratively, endures.
“There’s a sense of pride in being a woman of color
and wanting to see America change, just as we want to
see it change now,” she adds. “Nina still speaks to our
struggles because our policies still need to represent
who we are as people. Her deep artistry continues to
teach us, and the pictures she painted with her music
are a relevant part of our culture that lives forever.”
Considering the impact Simone has had on her life
personally and professionally, it’s ironic to note that
Ledisi’s initial childhood encounter with her music was a
negative one. Growing up, her family lived in a shotgun
house in New Orleans, and the singer’s mom would wake
her and her siblings in the morning by singing the lines
“and everybody knows about Mississippi, Goddamn!”
from Simone’s hard-hitting civil rights anthem.
“It was very annoying, and we thought she was
making it up,” Ledisi says. “Years later, in my early 20s,
I was a young, divorced woman struggling trying to
pay the bills, having played a lot of
gigs but not sure of my direction in life,
musically and otherwise. I didn’t know
if I wanted to even sing anymore. One
day, Nina came on the radio singing
‘Trouble in Mind’ and I heard the life
in there. It woke me up. It made me
feel I was not alone. Her voice saved
my life and taught me to be fearless.
When I told my mom I finally got it, she
laughed and said, ‘Now you’re free.’”
— Jonathan Widran

Photo by Ron T. Young
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Mama Africa Anew

Somi revisits and reinterprets the music of Miriam Makeba.
The extraordinary life of South African singer and activist
Miriam Makeba has been a constant North Star and source of
inspiration for vocalist, composer and writer Somi Kakoma. Somi,
as she’s known artistically, pays tribute to the late matriarch of
African song on her latest album, Zenzile: The Reimagination
of Miriam Makeba (Salon Africana), and on stage in an original
production, Dreaming Zenzile, starring the singer as Makeba and
featuring a cast of supporting actors and a live band. It’s set to
premiere later this year, with multiple dates throughout the U.S.
Born in Illinois to East African parents, the Grammynominated singer had felt compelled to exalt Makeba once
before. Shortly after the singer’s death in 2008, she organized
an impromptu concert in New York City at Le Croissant Rouge,
inviting some of Makeba’s closest friends to perform and
celebrate her life. “I think that was the beginning of my deeper
connection to her,” she says. “At some point someone said, ‘You
know Somi, there’s still room to tell Miriam Makeba’s story.’”
But more than just telling Makeba’s story of artistry,
activism and exile, Somi dives deeper. Moved by the singer’s
resilience and selflessness, she poignantly captures the
intricacies that shaped Makeba the woman, in thoughtfully
nuanced, contemporary renditions of some of the singer’s most
iconic songs as well as lesser-known gems.
“I’m interested in constantly honoring the space-making
that she did on behalf of all of us, as the first African artist to
really arrive on the global cultural stage and have incredible
success,” Somi explains. “We’re all indebted to her.”
Recorded throughout the summer of 2019 and into
the pandemic, Zenzile blends Makeba originals and covers
painstakingly culled from a catalogue spanning more than 60
years. Somi, who’s garnered accolades for work that boldly bridges
jazz and Pan-African-tinged sonorities while weaving stories that
are rooted in African joy and struggle, invited guest artists from

across the African diaspora with a connection to Makeba. She
selected the album’s 17 tracks based on her initial reaction to the
songs, the stories behind them, and elements that stood out from
a compositional perspective. “It really also came down to where
were some of the interesting musical moments on the original
records that I wanted to highlight or even disrupt,” Somi says.
Such was the case with upbeat, 1967 global hit “Pata
Pata,” the song that launched Makeba’s international career.
Somi’s version is completely altered, made darker by a languid
tempo, melancholic strings and a snippet of an interview with
Makeba speaking on the two very different Johannesburgs. The
once buoyant, carefree original is now a somber rendition that
invokes nostalgia and a search for home.
“Khuluma,” featuring singer-songwriter Msaki, is adorned
with soulful, supple horn lines that pay homage to South African
trumpeter Hugh Masekela and his original arrangement of the
song. “I wanted them to kind of feel phantom,” Somi explains.
“Like they were coming back from the old song.” On “Love Tastes
Like Strawberries” Somi revels in a more sensual side of Makeba in
a duet with American jazz singer Gregory Porter, who adds warm
tones to her smoldering vocals. She also reunites with renowned
Beninese singer Angelique Kidjo on “Jike’lemaweni” and taps
Afrobeat star Seun Kuti, son of
the legendary Fela Kuti, on the
rhythmic “Milele.”
“Miriam Makeba reminds
us of what it is to survive and
thrive despite the forces that
are against us,” Somi says.
“I’m thrilled to invite people
to remember that blueprint to
survival and storytelling.”
— Lissette Corsa		
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Cassandra Wilson

New Moon Daughter (Blue Note), 1995

Her second album with producer Craig Street, New Moon Daughter was the apotheosis of
Cassandra Wilson’s signature blend of jazz and Americana. Her rich, velvety voice is rooted in
the dark, loamy soil of her native Mississippi and as humid as a Deep South summer, while also
bearing the sophistication of a singer who had been entrenched in the New York scene since
the 1980s. The combination makes for some powerful performances, as on her haunting read
of “Strange Fruit,” or her urgent take on Son House’s “Death Letter,” both of which bristle with
sharp-edged textures and anxious rhythms.
There are some exquisitely beautiful moments here, as well, with Wilson’s sultry contralto
dipping into the U2 songbook for a gorgeous version of “Love Is Blindness” and offering a
beyond-intimate rendition of Neil Young’s “Harvest Moon.” She also personalizes pop standards
such as “Skylark” and “I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry,” and even makes
something sexy out of “Last Train to Clarksville.” And her own compositions
are as compelling as anything here, including the lovely Biblical tale “Solomon
Sang” and the offbeat but completely engaging “Find Him.”
The perfect combination of producer, artist and musicians — bassist
Lonnie Plaxico, guitarists Kevin Breit, Brandon Ross and Chris Whitley, pedal
steel player Gib Wharton, cornetist Graham Haynes and percussionist Cyro
Baptista among them — New Moon Daughter captured a magical chapter
in Wilson’s wide-ranging discography and won her a Grammy for Best Jazz
Vocal Performance. — Bob Weinberg
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With “Memories and
Dreams” (Cody's latest
release), Cody takes the
listener on a musical
journey by way of
flourishing keyboard
phrases, deep grooves
provided by bassist
Jimmy Haslip, driving
drums featuring Jimmy
Branly, Virgil Donati,
Scott Seiver, and the
group is rounded out by
the virtuosic guitar
playing of Marco Sfogli
and Cody Carpenter.
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Disc One: The Jazz Singers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Samara Joy “Stardust” Samara Joy (Whirlwind)
Aaron Myers “Moanin’” The Pride Album (self-release)
Allegra Levy “Lose My Number” Lose My Number (SteepleChase)
Dara Tucker “Someday We’ll All Be Free” Dreams of Waking: Music for a Better World (Green Hill)
Ann Hampton Callaway “The Moon Is a Kite” single (self-release)
Sasha Dobson “The Great City” Girl Talk (self-release)
Scatman Crothers “Scoot on Over to Scat’s” Groovin’ With Scatman (Panda Digital)
Denise Donatelli “A House Is Not a Home” Whistling in the Dark: The Music of Burt Bacharach (Savant)
Stacey Kent “I Wish I Could Go Travelling Again” Songs From Other Places (Token)
Hilary Kole “Sophisticated Lady” Sophisticated Lady (self-release)
Lauren Henderson “Wild Is the Wind” Musa (Brontosaurus)
Sara Serpa “Absolute Confidence” Recognition (Biophilia)
Tommy Ward “The Way You Look Tonight” From This Moment On (Le Coq)

Disc Two: Shanachie Showcase
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Norman Brown “Just Groovin’” Heart to Heart (Shanachie)
Marc Antoine “Groovy Sunday” Something About Her (Shanachie)
Vincent Ingala “On the Move” Fire & Desire (Shanachie)
Larry Carlton & Paul Brown “Miles and Miles To Go” Soul Searchin’ (Shanachie)
Richard Elliot “Right on Time” Authentic Life (Shanachie)
Kim Waters “Feels Like Friday Night” Shakedown (Shanachie)
Lindsey Webster “Only You” A Woman Like Me (Shanachie)
Brian Simpson “So Many Ways” All That Matters (Shanachie)
Justin Lee Schultz “Gruv Kid” Gruv Kid (Shanachie)
Jeff Lorber Fusion “Back Room” Space-Time (Shanachie)
Jazz in Pink Featuring Gail Jhonson “Positivity” Joy! (Shanachie)
Marion Meadows “Twice As Nice” Twice As Nice (Shanachie)
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•
•
•
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Print reviews for your collection
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of listening anywhere with the highest quality HI RES audio streaming and with
information about each track along side the hi-res JAZZIZ BRIO player.
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A Profound Hush

Sachal Vasandani speaks volumes with a sublimely quiet recording.
By Bob Weinberg
The setting is so intimate you can hear
him breathe. Like the dry clack of a
saxophonists’ fingers on the keys or the
slippery squeak of a guitarist’s fingers
on the fingerboard, Sachal Vasandani’s
audible respiration adds a deeply human
dimension to the vocalist’s performance
on Midnight Shelter, his recent duo
recording with pianist Romain Collin.
While a fussy producer might have
edited out the in- and exhalations,
or fixed moments when the singer’s
voice breaks with emotion, Vasandani
was aiming for a more direct type of
communication, one that transcends the
usual polished studio creation.
“[The breathing] is something that
I wanted to actually leave in,” says the
Brooklyn-based Vasandani, speaking by
phone in mid-June. “I spent a lot of my
time, technically, over the years, taking
my voice and trying to make everything
sound easy. And I think sometimes people
have taken that for granted, which is fine.

“I’ve always been
turned on to those
kinds of lyrics that
don’t spoon-feed
you the imagery,
but paint with a
slightly broader
brushstroke. The
songs that have
meant the most to
me, as a human, fall
into that category.”
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But on this one, I put in extra effort that I
wanted to leave in. Because I think you get
a sense of the human-ness of the singer
behind the voice and the melody.”
Midnight Shelter is thick with
ambience, each track contributing to a
wistful mood of introspection. Vasandani
opens the album with his own “Summer
No School,” a lovely charcoal sketch
capturing the almost painful diffidence
of gathering the courage to talk to one’s
crush. “Only love could make me this
afraid of you,” he softly sings to Collin’s
equally heart-aching accompaniment.
Naked vulnerability remains at the
core of the record; the duo pares down
songs such as Lewis Capaldi’s “Before
You Go” and Harry Styles’ “Adore You” to
their emotional essence, and Vasandani
describes the everlasting embrace of
slow-dancing lovers in his lyrics to
Wayne Shorter’s “Dance Cadaverous.”
While romance and longing are key
drivers to much of Vasandani’s artistry,
the conditions of the pandemic lockdown
only deepened the pathos of his delivery
on Midnight Shelter. Last year, he and
Collin, a friend and neighbor, met at a
park near his home to shake off the ennui
and isolation and share some food and
wine. Conversation inevitably turned
toward their playing together in the
studio. Without any grand design, the pair
arranged for sessions at the then-recently
reopened Big Orange Sheep Studios
in Brooklyn. “It was just so organic,”
Vasandani says. “And at some point, it
kind of felt like we should turn this into a
record. No big aspirations, but that helped
focus some of the repertoire.”
The criteria they set for song selection
was that each track confer the emotion of

the work as a whole. “Great Ocean Road,”
a songwriting collaboration between the
two, certainly fits the bill, a moody soul
check in which Vasandani’s lyrics about
dealing with romantic disappointment feel
like healing balm for a pandemic-fatigued
populace: “Heading home, breathing in/I’m
all right.” Covers were chosen for color and
texture: Nick Drake’s mysterious “River
Man,” Abbey Lincoln’s wise and mystical
“Throw It Away,” Paul McCartney’s
empathetic “Black Bird,” and even Bob
Dylan’s kiss-off tune “Don’t Think Twice”
are rendered with utmost tenderness.
Each song seems to take on added
resonance during this moment in
time, including Vasandani’s own “Love
Away.” He had written the piece about
immigrants, some just children, fleeing
to the U.S. in search of safety only to be
detained, deported and separated from
family. “I wrote it about one thing,” he says,
“but it kinda works for this bigger thing
we’re experiencing, as well.” Same could be
said of “Before You Go,” the tune Scottish
singer-songwriter Capaldi wrote about a
family member’s suicide, but which could
also be interpreted as an impassioned plea
to a lover with one foot out the door.
“A good lyric allows for the
imagination to consider a few different
possibilities at the same time,” Vasandani
says. “I’ve always been turned on to those
kinds of lyrics that don’t spoon-feed you the
imagery but paint with a slightly broader
brushstroke, so they can paint a mood and
you can kind of insert your own experience
into it. The songs that have meant the most
to me, as a human, fall into that category.”
From his 2007 debut album Eyes
Wide Open, a thread of romantic yearning
runs through Vasandani’s discography.

gloom,” the singer says. “But through it
all, there’s still a kernel of hope, and just
the power of playing together — that’s
hope in and of itself. That affected the
repertoire selection and it also affected
the keys, and finally it affected the
performances for both Romain and me.
He found textures, and we would kind
of say, ‘Oh, that’s a little too bright.’ Or I
would do some delivery and I was like,
‘Well, that was really innocent and
happy. We don’t want that.’ So through a
couple of rehearsals, and picking the right
lyrics, too, we got something.”

That first record included a read of Iron &
Wine’s “Naked As We Came,” a meditation
on love and mortality as viewed through
the eyes of someone pondering existence
after his or his partner’s demise. Even jazz
standards he’s selected over the years —
“There’s a Small Hotel,” “September in the
Rain” — present a romantic ideal, a cozy
nook for lovers to exist outside of time,
without the world intruding, even if that
ideal seems somewhat elusive for the
singer. “It’s an ambition for me,” he says.
While Vasandani grew up listening to
his parents’ jazz records — Ella Fitzgerald
and Joe Williams were early favorites
— and has had the opportunity to work
with jazz icons Jon Hendricks and Wynton
Marsalis, he’s also a product of his time.
Born in 1978, he experiences no cognitive
Photo by Fernando Diaz Vidaurri

dissonance in interpreting the music of
contemporary artists such as Bon Iver
or Radiohead in a jazz context. “I think
that I, who probably loves swing music
more than any of my peers who are jazz
musicians, I have allowed myself to say it’s
OK to have a record that isn’t explicitly four
on the floor,” he notes. “I think people’s ears,
even jazz listeners’, are looking for that.”
The pandemic might also have
contributed to a desire for recordings like
Midnight Shelter, in which overarching
mood is more significant than genre or song
pedigree. Its enveloping warmth carefully
curated by Vasandani and Collin, the
album, while not exactly a palliative, offers
catharsis during a time of social unease.
“The mood is a little dark, it’s a little
annoyed, a little upset, a little doom and

John Chin featuring Richard Julien
Anything Mose! (Jinsy Music)
Brooklyn-based pianist Chin and
vocalist-guitarist Julien head up a
tight ensemble on this fun and urbane
tribute to Allison’s wry songcraft.
Whether it’s injecting second-line
strut into “Your Mind Is on Vacation”
or ginning up a funky backbeat to
“Parchman Farm,” the septet brings
new zest to a familiar songbook
and a few Allison obscurities. Chin’s
piano remains the star attraction, as
he digs in on exciting and energetic
passages, accompanied by the sizzling
rhythm section of bassist Matt Pavolka
(who doubles on trombone) and
drummer Dan Rieser, and accented
by saxophonist Stacy Dillard,
trumpeter Kenyatta Beasley and
pump organist Pete Rende. Julien
proves an inspired frontman,
his slinky, citified vocals lending
an urban edge to Mississippian
Allison’s clever lyrics.
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Celebrating Sade

Bill Kwan delves into the music of a beloved vocal icon.
By Jonathan Widran

A legendary quote from Audrey Hepburn adorns the home page
of Bill Kwan’s dermatology practice website. It’s clearly aimed
at his patients, but also artfully sums up a philosophy that has
served the San Francisco physician well in his other profession
as a jazz singer: “Beauty is being the best possible version of
yourself on the inside and out.”
Kwan’s independent release, No Ordinary Love: The Music of
Sade, is his latest artistic manifestation of this ideal and greatly
abetted by producer Matt Pierson and veteran arranger Noam
Wiesenberg. On a soulful, sultry and stylistically eclectic collection,
the singer brings a unique male perspective to both familiar and
lesser known gems by the influential British-Nigerian singersongwriter who’s earned four Grammys and, from her adopted
homeland of England, an OBE and CBE.
The album, Kwan’s fourth overall and third helmed by
Pierson, breezes along like an emphatic extension of the cool,
off-the-beaten-path aesthetic the two created on their previous
effort, Poison & Wine. There, Kwan ventured completely away
from the Great American Songbook and pop standard fare of his
self-produced 2010 debut Pentimento and instead re-imagined
contemporary indie pop and alt-rock classics by the likes of Beck,
Björk, Coldplay, Gotye, Bon Iver and The Civil Wars.
Credit the launch of Kwan’s unique jazz interpretations of pop
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and rock to Pierson’s intuitive reading of the singer’s emotional
state after a difficult breakup. “I wanted him to connect with
something real emotionally, so we came up with material, stories
and treatments that would relay that to the listener, working
it with a more contemporary/singer-songwriter production
approach,” says Pierson, whose list of jazz and pop credits include
Brad Mehldau, Joshua Redman, Kirk Whalum, Jane Monheit,
k.d. lang, Bob James and Laura Benanti. “When I work with Bill,
everything begins with a similar conversation: What are you
feeling personally, what stories should you tell at this time? And
for me, how can I encourage him to be emotionally available in the
music so as to best connect with the listener?”
Kwan, who began listening to Sade in her heyday when he was
an undergrad majoring in biology at UCLA, spent a few years postPoison & Wine pondering material for a follow-up. Far from a single
epiphany, the concept of a Sade album was a slow, simmering
effort that began with a song with which Kwan felt connected:
“Jezebel,” from Sade’s second album, Promise.
“I knew I wanted to focus again on interpreting songs outside of
the jazz realm,” Kwan says. “And for several years, Matt and I discussed
various ideas but nothing seemed to jell. I am always listening to old
and new material and felt a spark of inspiration when I heard ‘Jezebel.’
The lyrics have to resonate with me for me to sing them. That song
Photo by Adam Weidenbach

Rebecca Angel

Love Life Choices (Timeless Grooves)
Leading with “For What It’s Worth,”
a Vietnam-era classic soulfully reimagined for modern times, NYC
singer-songwriter Rebecca Angel
makes her full-length album debut
with the sensual, stylistically
eclectic Love Life Choices. Vibing
with the sonic vision of veteran
keyboardist-producer Jason Miles,
the warmly engaging vocalist
blends the personal with the
socially conscious, celebrating her
recent marriage while addressing
the pandemic and other issues.
The collection features fresh jazz,
soul and Brazilian-flavored
originals; atmospheric and
grooving interpretations
of classics by Bill Withers,
Bob Marley, Antonio Carlos
Jobim and Sade; and a few
memorable, previously
released tracks.

led me to listen to more Sade, and Matt said
he felt that I really connected with her vibe
and stories, and that the melodies were really
suited to my voice, so why not just do a Sade
songbook? I liked his idea to find suitable
tracks from every album but her debut, and
we spent six months trading Soundclouds
back and forth, reacting to, embracing or
rejecting each other’s choices, listening
intently and whittling it down to the nine you
hear on the album.”
Pierson focused on finding a balance
between familiar hits and hidden
treasures. This is typified by the first
two tracks: a sweltering, lyrical stringquartet-sweetened “The Sweetest Taboo”

followed by a staid and gentle, trumpetlaced “Flower of the Universe,” a relative
obscurity from the 2018 Disney film A
Wrinkle in Time. Meanwhile, Kwan was
working on his musical mindset, addressing
the reality that Sade’s voice and delivery
are inimitable and challenging himself
to find an entry point where he could
somehow make the songs his own.
“The goal is, if we do a song, it’s got to
be a new interpretation, not an exact copy
of her,” Kwan says. “It was important to
bring that male perspective to these lyrics,
and I figured that people would either
get it or not, appreciate my willingness to
give it a shot or be upset that I’m tackling
something too sacred to touch. Once we
decided to do a full Sade album, one of the
most exciting aspects was the fact that not
too many artists have covered her — and
certainly not to this extent. Live and on
my first album, I certainly have done my
share of standards, but to me there’s no
real challenge putting out something that’s
been done so many times, and better, by
so many before me. I’m more attracted
to musical ideas that haven’t been done
before because there’s an opportunity to
share something different. The key was
finding my own twist while keeping her
intimacy and fragility intact.”
Whatever qualms Kwan may have had
were put to rest the minute he walked into
Michiko Rehearsal Studios in Times Square
for the first rehearsal, using Pierson’s
initial arrangements in December 2019.
(The actual recording took place at Sear
Sound in February 2020.) The producer
had assembled a veteran NYC-based crew
featuring pianist/keyboardist Kevin Hays,
bassist Tony Scherr — both of whom
had played with Kwan previously — and
drummer-percussionist Keita Ogawa. While
Hays mainly plays piano, his wild Fender

Rhodes musings, combined with Scherr’s
driving bass lines and Ogawa’s offbeat
groove, help create the pulsing energy of
what is the set’s most intense, hypnotic
tune, “No Ordinary Love,” a cut the singer,
understating the matter, calls “a dense
track with a lot going on.”
In addition to “Flower of the Universe,”
trumpeter Alex Sipiagin graces the moody,
atmospheric, almost whispery “The Moon
and the Sky”; the string-enhanced “Haunt
Me”; and the bustling, emotionally swelling
closing ballad “The Big Unknown.” Another
well-chosen guest musician, French- born
Django Reinhardt Festival favorite Ludovic
Beier, adds a sense of romantic exotica via
his bandoneon to a lush, dramatic tango
take on “King of Sorrow” and lends his
accordion sweetness to “Jezebel.”
“The players were left up to me,”
Pierson says, “and I wanted a couple of
musicians that had already worked with
Bill combined with the idea of using Noam
Weisenberg to do arrangements and having
Keita on drums/percussion. They worked on
Camila Meza’s Ambar project, and I thought
that same vibe would work here.”
Kwan adds, “I appreciated the
opportunity to bring my point of view to
the open-ended, jazzy sonic palette Matt
and Noam created, which offered a lot
of interesting possibilities for songs that
had always been thought of as seductive
pop/soul. The happiest moments of my
life come when everything’s working just
right with a great band and together we’re
creating something beautiful that is of
the moment. It’s a sense of creation and
camaraderie that can never be perfectly
recreated. Only when you hear it later on
the final recording can you reconnect with
just what you were thinking and how you
were feeling when you sang it.”

“It was important to bring that male
perspective to these lyrics, and I figured
that people would either get it or not,
appreciate my willingness to give it a shot
or be upset that I’m tackling something
too sacred to touch.”
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From left, Fay Victor, Sara Serpa and Jen Shyu

Resonant Voices for
Turbulent Times
Fay Victor, Sara Serpa and Jen Shyu sing truth to power.
By Larry Blumenfeld
Bessie Smith’s blues moan. Billie Holiday’s searing rendition
of “Strange Fruit.” Abbey Lincoln’s riveting directness and, on
We Insist! Max Roach’s Freedom Now Suite, her screams. Ella
Fitzgerald’s definitive bebop scat. Betty Carter’s extension of that
language. Shirley Horn’s whisper. Cassandra Wilson’s blend of
country feel and cutting-edge intent.
Throughout jazz history, women’s voices have guided
and challenged us, expressing complex truths often through
innovative means of expression. That’s as true today as ever.
During a time when we were alternately locked away in our
homes by a global pandemic, and thrust into streets to declaim
inequity and bias and to protest the violence resulting from such
ills, I’ve been captivated by female singers I admire addressing
seemingly unanswerable questions.
On one disc within William Parker’s sprawling 2020 boxed
set, Migration of Silence Into and Out of the Tone World, Fay Victor
engages in some distinctive yet conventional scat singing. There,
she helps Parker, a bassist who grew up in New York City, recall the
heyday of Harlem’s Savoy Ballroom, where his parents met. Yet
soon enough, she’s speaking, chanting, stuttering and uttering less
identifiable words and sounds; along with Parker and drummer
Hamid Drake, she’s placing this specific swinging moment into a
broader perspective of Black history. Victor calls herself “a sound
artist that uses performance, improvisation and composition
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to examine representations of modern life and blackness.” On
We’ve Had Enough (ESP-Disk), the most recent release from
her SoundNoiseFUNK ensemble, she articulates both cries of
frustration and the celebratory aspects of resilience in ways that
address and relieve our communal alienation and address our
pent-up feelings. On the opening track, “Ritual,” she does this
wordlessly, through improvised vocal sounds. Later, she sings quite
clearly, again and again, the question, “What’s gone wrong?”
That album was recorded before the 2020 lockdown.
Victor’s next project, Sirens & Silences (2020), will address the
pandemic experience more directly. Among the COVID-era
pieces commissioned by the Jazz Coalition, it’s what Victor calls
“a memory document composition.” She recorded the many
variations of sirens she heard outside her Brooklyn apartment:
police cars, fire trucks, ambulances. She transcribed these tones
and used them as the basis for a 23-minute composition for cello,
clarinet, trombone, violin and her voice. “Let these sounds be a
reminder,” she says, “of what was and what should never be again.”
A few years ago, John Zorn invited singer and composer Sara
Serpa to create a piece for a series about music and film. She crafted
a multi-media project, Recognition, released last year, which
included an original documentary about Portuguese colonialism
in Africa and legacies of oppression and racism throughout the
Western world. The narrative of her silent film was carried by

“This process opened new ways of
thinking about reality, the present
moment and planetary entanglements,
as a musician and a citizen of the world.”
images and her original musical score.
Harsh yet elegant words from the writings
of Amílcar Cabral, a key figure of African
anti-colonial activism, yielded Serpa’s
onscreen text and the lyrics to one song.
And there was an unexpected discovery:
Super 8 footage from the 1960s, shot by
her grandfather, a Portuguese settler who
had moved to Angola. (Serpa was born in
Portugal, and moved to the U.S. in 2005.)
In Serpa’s film, a collaboration with
Portuguese director Bruno Soares, images
linger and repeat. Trains arrive, planes
depart. A salt harvest, the product of
forced labor, accumulates in tall mounds.
Nationalist fervor grips a stadium during
a celebration of Dia da Raça (Day of the
Portuguese Race). The effect is hypnotic
and disorienting, intimidating. Those
same qualities come across via the music
itself on her Biophilia Records release, also
titled Recognition, through 12 tracks that
are spare and elegant, tender and tough.
The painful history Serpa confronts was,
she said, unspoken in her home and her
schools; she considers it mostly through
wordless vocals. “Unity and Struggle,”
featuring lyrics drawn from Cabral’s
writings, sounds somewhere between
a protest anthem and a lullaby about
justice. “I think of Recognition as the first
part of a triptych project,” Serpa says.
(The next installment, Intimate Strangers,
focuses on migration and borders.) “It
was a necessary step to research about
my country’s history, my family and
its relationship to Africa. This process
opened new ways of thinking about
reality, the present moment and planetary
entanglements, as a musician and a
citizen of the world.”
In April, at Brooklyn’s Roulette, singer,
composer and multi-instrumentalist Jen
Shyu did several things. She knelt while
strumming a moon lute, the two-stringed
instrument of her father’s homeland,
Taiwan. She chanted in the Resuk

language of East Timor, her mother’s
birthplace. She played piano, one of the
first instruments she mastered as a child.
She banged a metal spoon against a pot.
Throughout, she sang, in English and
other languages among the 10 she speaks,
of personal loss and a shared sense of
disorientation.
Here was the latest of what Shyu
calls “multilingual ritual music dramas,”
shaped by immersive study of her own
ancestry and specific Asian traditions, as
well as by the promise of collaboration
with leading players of today’s creativemusic scene. The Roulette performance
celebrated the release of Zero Grasses:
Ritual for the Losses (Pi). The album opens
with the four-part “Living’s a Gift,” which
Shyu composed as artist-in-residence at a
Brooklyn middle school for a choir concert
that, owing to the pandemic, never
happened. On “When I Have Power,” Shyu
is now the middle-schooler, voicing text
from her own diary of feeling “degraded
and confused” in the face of an antiAsian epithet. Her “Lament for Breonna
Taylor” memorializes the Black medical
worker, who was shot and killed by police
officers in March 2020 during a botched
raid on her apartment, through text
from published interviews with Taylor’s
mother, Tamika Palmer. “Body of Tears”
quotes verbatim the email Shyu received
from the Fort Bend County Sheriff’s Office
informing her of her father’s death. The
album is, Shyu says, “an offering for those
seeking solace and a chance to process
what not only I, but all of us, have lost in
the last two years.”
Beyond the bandstand and the
recording studio, all three singers have
been forceful advocates for fellow artists,
“giving voice” in a different way to timely
concerns and necessary perspectives
and countering structural inequities. M3
(Mutual Mentorship for Musicians), cofounded by Serpa and Shyu, is, according
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Hank Roberts Sextet
Science of Love (Sunnyside)
Jazz played on cello has its own
tradition, to which Hank Roberts
is a significant contributor. On this
return to recording as a leader,
Roberts assembles a sextet of
younger players, showcasing
his idiosyncratic style of
composition. It’s an album
of rare loveliness from a
musician who deserves
more attention.
to its website, “a platform created to
empower, elevate, normalize and give
visibility to women and non-binary
musicians and those of other historically
underrepresented gender identities
in intersection with race, sexuality or
ability across generations in the U.S. and
worldwide, through a radical model of
mentorship and musical collaborative
commissions.”
The structure is simple, ingenious
and meant to foster a mutually supportive
community. Each cohort features 12
nominees, randomly paired, to create new
artistic teams. Each season starts with the
solstice and lasts six months, culminating
with a collaborative performance. The
organization has commissioned 24
musicians thus far, including Fay Victor,
and published its first anthology of
writings, The Art of Being True, edited by
Jordannah Elizabeth. As Serpa puts it, “The
process has opened my mind to different
ways of interacting with my peers —
supportive instead of competitive, honest
instead of performative, transforming
instead of conforming.”
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Lauren Henderson and Camille Thurman discuss
the joys of singing, their love for jazz and the mixed
blessings of returning to live performance.
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uring their formative years,
neither Lauren Henderson nor
Camille Thurman anticipated
that singing would be
anything but an avocational
activity. Both shifted course.
On her self-released,
bilingual eighth album, Musa (Brontosaurus),
Henderson presents a program comprising six of her
own songs and five covers of various provenance,
with an eye toward expressing her Afro-Latinx
heritage. She spins her stories with accompaniment
from an ensemble of high-profile, generationalpeer jazz folk (pianist Sullivan Fortner, bassist Eric
Wheeler, drummer Joe Dyson), and with guests
Marquis Hill on trumpet and flamenco guitarist
Paco Soto. If comparisons to antecedent jazz singers
must be made, think of the simmering minimalist
locutions of Shirley Horn and Carmen McRae,
or the deliberate narratives of Nancy Wilson
Thurman’s employment in the saxophone
and woodwinds section of the Jazz at Lincoln
Center Orchestra is all that need be said about her
formidable instrumentalism. She has also sung
with JALCO, taking on the complex, challenging
three-woman choral component of the libretto of
Wynton Marsalis’ sardonic epic, The Ever Fonky
Lowdown, and fulfilling the band singer function
on an Ella Fitzgerald tribute concert. She doubles
as saxophonist and singer on each of her three
albums, most recently Waiting for the Sunrise
(Chesky). Here, she reveals herself as a polymath
student of jazz legacy with a warm, capacious tenor
saxophone sound that refracts the vocabularies
of, among others, Dexter Gordon, Joe Henderson
and John Coltrane in personal, idiosyncratic ways.
As a vocalist, she projects her own perspective
on the essences of Ella, Sarah Vaughan and Betty
Carter, her stated idols. 			
Both are children of educators — Thurman’s
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parents taught in the New York City public
school system; Henderson’s father taught
history while in his 20s — who introduced their
daughters to music and jazz history at home.
Raised in the St. Albans neighborhood of
Queens, Thurman recalls having a “breaking things
apart and putting them back together” mindset
since she was a toddler playing with Legos. That
served her well as an aspiring flutist-saxophonist
in middle school band class (her teacher, Peter
Archer, inspired the main character of the animated
film Soul), and she was highly proficient by the
time she matriculated at SUNY-Binghamton as
a dual major in geology and music. Singing had
been a quotidian activity since her mother, who
led a church choir, had Camille memorize the
songs as a toddler. “I sang as a tool to help get to
the center of the music and would scat when I
transcribed solos,” she says. But she took her voice
for granted until she was 20, when a professor told
her she had a gift and urged her to nurture it.
Henderson grew up in Marblehead,
Massachusetts, a Boston suburb, where, in high
school, she studied piano, played field hockey and
sang choir. Self-described as “shy,” she eschewed
solo singing until senior year, when she auditioned
for a production of Grease and was cast as Sandy.
She sang at Wheaton College and received an
internship at MTV Tres, which then presented a
Latinx format. After graduating, she moved to
New York and took a job at MTV Tres that involved
production and artist relations. At a certain point,
she earned an MBA from Brown, learning skills
that she applies to self-managing her career.
Henderson’s “earliest New York musician friends”
were pianists Fortner and Alex Brown, and, as she
held a day job working with Latinx artists, she
started singing with them “on the side.” As both
careers progressed, she says, “eventually I had to
make a choice; it was an easy choice to pick music.”
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Camille, talk about your transition from singing
as an avocation to a seriously focused interest.
Camille Thurman (CT): At college, I didn’t tell anyone I
sang for a long time, because I had such respect for the skill
of the singers I knew, and I hadn’t committed to studying
voice like I studied my instruments. Also, as a teenage
musician, people would always assume I was the vocalist,
even though I was carrying my instrument, and some men
would say, “You should sing more, and put down the horn.”
So I got this notion maybe I should be quiet and just play.
In college, I met [bassist] Mimi Jones and [tenor

Even to this day — it depends on my mood — I tend
not to be always singing everywhere. My career has
gone hand in hand with finding more out about my
identity, what that means to me and to people around
me, what that means in society and the world, and what
my message is, or what I can share through music.
When I got to New York over a decade ago, somebody
told me to listen to a lot of Shirley Horn, who I fell in love
with. That timing was important, because people would
tell me, “You need to belt, to sing louder, do this or that on
stage.” I realized that’s not me. I had to really think about

saxophonist] Antoine Roney, and they each had a serious
conversation with me. They told me that some of the
greatest musicians in the world were both vocalists
and instrumentalists — Ray Charles, Nat King Cole,
Louis Jordan, Aretha Franklin, and Sarah Vaughan, who
played second piano for Earl Hines. I realized that this is
who I am; it’s about making a conscious effort to take
the mantle, study both gifts and try to perfect them.

what resonates with me and find my own path as the one
unique thing that I can offer. I didn’t go to a conservatory.
I didn’t have those important four years of shared
experiences with the people I work with. I had to push
myself to get immersed into the scene, meet new people
and try to make important connections where I could.

Lauren, when you started singing seriously,
who were your models? Were you very
analytical in listening to different singers?
Was it a more intuitive process?
Lauren Henderson (LH): It’s a combination of all the
above. I never imagined that I would be able to be a
professional vocalist. I didn’t think I was good enough.
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Camille, JALCO has tasked you with singing
songs associated with Sarah Vaughan and Ella
Fitzgerald in idiomatic contexts. Talk about
accessing individuality in those circumstances.
CT: I never really thought of it that way. I was just
fortunate to be inside the music with a lot of great
musicians, taking on the role of channeling the lineage of
the great tenor players or the great vocalists. That gave me
an opportunity to test drive and see what I could do with

my instruments while understanding, learning and playing
this music’s history. I knew that these are the standards
and voices and instrumentalists that people recognize and
love and respect. But I also understood that Ella and Sarah
had a space where they were able to explore and develop
the instruments that we know them for today. As a case in
point, Ella, the incredible scat singer, developed her skills
on the road with Dizzy Gillespie, learning about bebop.
Learning to use my voice as an instrument, adding
that element of expression, so widened my world. I
realized that I could use the dynamics of instrumental
playing with my voice. I watched people like Betty Carter,
and realized her voice wasn’t necessarily always at the
forefront, but she also interacted within the band, using
that as a vehicle to tell a story through the arrangement.
Are different personalities coming out when
you’re singing vis-à-vis playing the horn?
CT: The same transparency is involved in being a player or
singing on a bandstand. The difference is that as singers we
work with words. We’re telling a story. As a saxophonist,
you’re playing maybe 75 percent of the time with the
rhythm section — it gives you a chance to have dialogue.
As a vocalist, you have only so much time to say what you
have to say; you have to really focus on how you express the
words, on your timing, on your interaction with the band.
Ella, Sarah and Betty had no limits. They could make any
situation work and create an experience that you’d probably
never have expected to happen just from singing — beyond
words, with notes and lines that interact with the band.
One thing that strikes me is that you seem to
address the lyrics of older standards without irony.
LH: Representation is something that I think about all
the time. A lot of the songs are very old, the lyrics are
antiquated, and I find some things are gendered, or silo
different groups, or are exclusive — and I want to be
inclusive. As I get older, I feel more responsibility to make
sure that the music I’m releasing represents my identity
and personal beliefs in a way that forces people to listen
and think about it. I always love to quote Nina Simone: It’s
our responsibility to reflect the time. So I tend to be very
specific about what songs I pick. If I feel I cannot present
the song and do that well, then I probably will not pick
that standard. Sometimes, if the message resonates with
me, I’ve made subtle adjustments to the lyrics. I don’t
always do things that are in your face, which is probably
my general approach to music and interpretation in
general. Obviously, on my originals, the words are mine.
CT: This music is so transparent — if you haven’t really
been dealing with yourself and trying to understand the
song, chances are it will be revealed when you try to sing it.
So for me, it’s always been wise to find material that I relate

to. Then I can see myself in it, which allows me to express
the song the way that I choose to and dig a little deeper.
I love playing with the words. I love playing with the
phrasing of the melody over time. I love playing with the
subtle nuances — maybe tapering the notes, or changing
a few notes to fit different colors of chords that I prefer
to hear when I resolve a melody. Having that foundation
frees me up so much more, not only to be able to sing a
nice melody, but also to tell a story and interact with my
band while telling it, and to connect instantly with the
audience — now it’s an experience and not necessarily
just a nice song. Most of the singers who I love did that.
Betty could just talk to you, and the way she talked was
a song. Sarah’s voice was so rich, she didn’t have to say
much — from one note, just in the emotion of her voice,
you can tell whether she’d sing the song from a playful girl
perspective, or that of a woman who has been scorned, or
a woman who is just happy about life. Finding ways to tap
into those things is what I’m striving for whenever I sing.
You’re both very comfortable living in swing.
LH: I love to swing. The more you delve into different genres,

you’ll discover that swing pops up wherever you go. I love that
about this time period. We’re all cousins. And it’s beautiful
when we can find that connection. I think it’s very important
in all music to find the pocket — what will make someone
bounce, if that’s what you’re going for, or what will lull you,
put you in a trance. I love dancing, as well. Flamenco dance
has been a big passion of mine for a long time, which is
why I incorporate it and regularly try to fuse it with jazz.

CT: The swing and the blues was always in the entire
lineage of American popular music — rhythm and blues,
boogie-woogie, rock and roll, soul music, hip-hop. It’s the
unifying thread; it might look different, but it sounds the
same. It all goes back to Africa, that overlapping of the
3 and the 4, that in-between world of rhythm with that
little something extra that makes it feel so good. That’s
what makes the music relatable. It’s part of Black culture.
It’s how we communicate. It’s how we speak with each
other. It’s how we move. As a musician, you can’t deny it.
When I was younger, my mom played “Jazz Thing,” by
Gang Starr, which ran at the end of [the Spike Lee film] Mo
Better Blues. In the beginning, it had all these snippets of
these swinging bands, and I remember at 4 or 5 being amazed
by how seamlessly it went from the swing to the spoken
word — that this music from a span of 60-70-plus years was
locked into the same rhythmic groove, the same flow, the
same feel. Ray Charles is a perfect example. When you listen
to Ray, yes, you hear gospel; yes, you hear R&B; yes, you hear
blues; yes, you hear soul — but you also hear that swing.
Even if he’s singing country music. It’s how he’s phrasing it.
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I love playing with the
phrasing of the melody
over time. I love playing
with the subtle nuances
— maybe tapering the
notes, or changing a few
notes to fit different colors
of chords that I prefer to
hear when I resolve
a melody.
- CAMILLE THURMAN
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People would tell me, ‘You
need to belt, to sing louder,
do this or that on stage.’ I
realized that’s not me. I had
to really think about what
resonates with me and

as the one unique
thing that I can offer.
- LAUREN HENDERSON
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Talk about your respective
experiences with the pandemic.
CT: For me, it felt like a year of endless mourning.
Mourning in terms of losing friends and family
to COVID, mentors and musicians you respect and
admire who’ve been pillars in the community —
and not being able to say goodbye. But then also
your career. Because as an artist, it takes so much
work and dedication and time, not just playing, but
organizing the tours, booking the band, reaching a

point where you think you’re making some progress,
getting the music out there. Being the manager, the
booker, the arranger, the composer, the grant-writer,
this and that — and then overnight it’s all swept
away. There’s no, “Oh, we’ll reschedule.” No, that’s
it. Nobody knows when it’s going to happen again.
There was a period of deep loss, I guess you
could say, because there’s nothing you could do.
You’re losing your loved ones, but then you also feel
like you lost a piece of yourself, not being able to
make music with people, which is so much part of
who we are. And you didn’t really realize that until
you sat and thought, “Oh, man, I haven’t played with
people in three months. I’m about to lose my mind. I
need to play with somebody.” It’s literally like being
in isolation, musically not being able to breathe.
LH: Full transparency: My partner is an ER
physician. In the beginning of the pandemic, he
lost colleagues, and we were preparing for the
worst. I didn’t know if I would be a widow in a
few months. So going from that to this period is
one layer. Also, I’m an only child, and although
my parents are doing well, they’re older and I
lost a year with them. I stayed away because
I wanted them to be safe; with my partner in
COVID all day, I didn’t want to pass that over.
And then, of course, all of the movements
that have happened, like Black Lives Matter —
what that means to me as an artist, how it’s
influenced my musical identity and the type of
music I’m releasing. Also, I’m an Afro-Latinx artist.
Back in Panama, all through Latin America and
here in this country, a lot of Afro-Latinx people
are not represented in mainstream culture,
or people forget this part of history. So it’s my
responsibility to share this part of my culture
and educate that, yes, there are Black Americans
all throughout the world and we’re all facing
struggles. It’s important to share these struggles
and celebrate our differences and diversity within
Black music and the huge umbrella that it is.
I’m getting ready to tour in Europe in
August, and almost having social anxiety
about seeing people! I’ve been staying away
from people, and now suddenly it’s like
rehearsal and go-go-go with shows, and
something that was a livestream is now
open to the public. I’m struggling with that
transition. I feel it’s inevitable that I’ve
changed; I’m not the same person I was
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before the pandemic. So owning that, accepting
that, working through that and being empowered
by that is what I’m focusing on right now.
What does the word “jazz”
mean to you circa 2021?
CT: It’s expression. It’s freedom. It’s openness.
It’s endless possibility. It’s raw. It’s honest.
It’s transparent. It’s everything.
						
LH: It’s also everything to me. It’s a space for artistic
exploration. Its origins are Black American music.
It’s happiness. It’s honesty. It’s discovery. My favorite
part of jazz is working with all the great musicians
of our generation, seeing new things each time
you’re on the bandstand with other artists, being
allowed to interpret things differently, and having
a space to grow and evolve and express yourself.

nothing you can do but deal with it. I think this last
year reminded us, as artists, of that power we have
in everything we do. The moment is the essence
of everything. If there’s something powerful, or
moving, or touching, something that’s wrong that
we have to be able to unearth, that might be ugly
or feels uncomfortable, that might make you feel
a range of emotions — we’re always dealing with
that honesty. For me as an artist, this music has
reaffirmed living in your honesty and your truth.
LH: That’s beautiful. I couldn’t
reiterate that in a better way.

Has the aesthetic or spirit or act of
playing jazz taken on special resonance
since the 2016 presidential election?
CT: I think it really resonated in 2020. During the
last year, we had to directly face a lot of things that
maybe we’ve been too preoccupied to zoom in on
and deal with. If you think about it, jazz is in your
face. It’s really honest. You go see a concert, there’s no
escaping the emotion; no escaping that state where
everything stops and you just enter the spirit of
the moment. All these other things are happening
around you, but once the music gets real, there’s

as an instrument, adding that element of expression,
so widened my world. I realized that I could use the
dynamics of instrumental playing with my voice.
- CAMILLE THURMAN
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ENLISTING CHARLIE HUNTER AND MEMBERS OF BUTCHER BROWN,
KURT ELLING ADDS SOME GROOVE TO HIS OEUVRE.
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K

urt Elling had never met the
members of Butcher Brown
before he stepped on stage
with two of them — producer/
keyboardist Devonne Harris (a.k.a.
DJ Harrison) and drummer Corey
Fonville — in their hometown

joined Harris and Fonville at Harris’ Richmond
home studio, Jellowstone, with little in the way of
planning or preparation. The trio laid down a series
of grooves and tracks and forwarded those to Elling.
Over the next few months, the singer searched
through the raw material for inspiration for melodies
and lyrics, then met with Hunter in February at a

We got ideas from Kurt about what key ranges he
liked and that sort of thing. But then we were just like,
‘FUCK IT, we are who we are, let’s just play what we
play.’ The three of us could probably improvise that
kind of stuff all night.
- CHARLIE HUNTER

of Richmond, Virginia, in late June. Though he’d
known and worked sporadically with guitarist
Charlie Hunter over a span of more than 20
years, they were suddenly faced with debuting
a brand-new set of material in an untested
quartet format in front of a live audience.
Fortunately, the band had one key advantage:
They’d already recorded an album together.
Well, not exactly together, as Elling points
out over the phone from his home in Chicago
a couple of days later. “Once again I’m kind of
doing things bass ackwards,” he laughs, thrilled
and a bit relieved that the set had gone so well.
“This was not a jazz way to make a record. It was
a COVID way. It’s a whole new bag for me, which
is cool. It was a great creative challenge.”
Pandemics make strange bedfellows, as it
turns out, even as they keep people separated. As
life begins to take on a semblance of normality
following a universally strange year of quarantines
and political turmoil, Elling has emerged with
SuperBlue (Edition), an album that marks a funky,
backbeat-driven departure for the Grammywinning singer, who’s eternally on the hunt
for new places to steer his hip sensibilities.
As Elling indicates, SuperBlue was not
created in the traditional way. Over a
pair of weekends last October, Hunter

studio in Urbana, Illinois, to complete the album.
“It was a way to collaborate in a new sphere
during a weird time,” Elling explains. “I was just
thrilled that I had an outlet for writing, and I
knew that I was going to come out of COVID
with a very different-sounding thing.”
“The pandemic was a hell of a thing,”
Hunter concludes. “All kinds of shit got
shuffled up and thrown out on the
table and ended up in different
configurations than anyone
was expecting or intending.”
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What was most important with Kurt
was to not have him try to change who
he is. We weren’t trying to make him
sound young, like the guy’s having a
midlife crisis. But he’s so deep into
who he is, that wasn’t the vibe.

Where Elling ended up during the
pandemic was back in his native Chicago.
After a dozen years in New York, the move
had been a long time coming for a variety
of reasons both musical and personal.
“My wife and I had only planned on being in
New York for six months or a year,” the 53-year-old
singer says. “Twelve years later, there we were, still
having a ball. But the [Chicago] grandparents aren’t
getting any younger, and we wanted our son to
be able to be around them while he was still at his
beautiful, youthful best. And my daughter got into
a great arts high school here. Then, with the COVID - COREY FONVILLE
thing, I was thinking, ‘Where can I be that maybe I
down performance of his jazz radio play, The Big Blind.
can help out a little bit somehow?’ [Most of the musicians] in my
“You know, if the world’s gonna go to hell, then I want
regular working band are here, so at least we could get together
to be home and help my burg survive,” Elling continues.
and figure out some way to make some music, get it out to people
“I want to be shooting from inside of this fort. Obviously
and continue to communicate with the audience that’s been
I can’t save anything. But let me at least put my shoulder
kind and patient enough to give me their attention all this time.”
to the wheel in the right town. This is my town and it’s
The first answer he devised was a series of “Porch
my home. Just knowing that we could get any sort of
Concerts” streamed from his home to audiences across the
musical message out to kind ears was really salvific.”
internet (and, in a more limited capacity, across his front
When we spoke in June, COVID restrictions had largely
lawn). In the fall, he moved into the famed Green Mill, the
been lifted or eased across the country and live performances
club with which Elling became synonymous early in his
in front of flesh-and-blood audiences had resumed. While
career. For his short run of “Saturday Night at the Green
he’s excited about being back in front of people, Elling
Mill” concerts, which raised money for the shuttered venue,
remains cautious and insists that the experience has been,
he hosted special guests including Makaya McCraven, Lizz
like so much of his life in music, a learning experience.
Wright, Marquis Hill and Nate Smith, as well as a pared46 Fall 2021 JAZZIZ

“You learn stuff all the time,” he
says. “I learned that it’s more important
for me to just be singing at all, in
collaboration with other musicians,
than performing as such. Psychically,
I just need to be on it. It’s a survival
mechanism. It’s a way of justifying the
day. And I if I’ve got to pretend that there’s
an audience there, I’ve got 25 years of
the faces of my audience in my mind.”
That desire for collaboration led
Elling to reach out to Hunter, among
a host of other artists, for his regular
lockdown webcasts. The two had first met
in the late ’90s, when both were signed
to Blue Note Records. While they were
labelmates, Elling guested on a pair of
tracks on Hunter’s 2001 quartet outing
Songs From the Analog Playground. “We
were a couple of young bucks trying
to make it happen,” Elling recalls. “I’ve
always thought Charlie’s thing was pretty
awesome and fun and cool. Obviously
we’ve been in slightly different music
silos, but we like each other personally.”
In purely technical terms, Hunter’s
“thing” is a unique approach to the
instrument in which he undertakes both
the guitar and bass parts via a hybrid
eight-string axe. But more crucially, it’s

a deeply groove-oriented, loose-limbed
funk that’s as playfully inventive as
it is window-rattlingly soulful.
“Through the years, we’ve passed in
and out of each other’s orbits,” the 54-yearold Hunter says. “Kurt really brings it,
you know, very strong. He’s willing to
just go for it, which is such a blast.”
The pair next crossed paths about
a decade later, when they embarked
on a brief European tour as a trio with
drummer Derek Phillips — “Just as a lark,”
Elling says. “It was an experiment to have
some fun.” When they reconvened once
again last summer, albeit long distance
and in front of only a virtual audience,
something about the combination felt
right for the moment, in Elling’s view.
When Hunter suggested collaborating
with the younger, hip-hop-oriented
Butcher Brown, Elling leapt at the chance.
Formed in the late 2000s from the
eclectic scene surrounding Virginia
Commonwealth University, Butcher
Brown began creating buzz throughout
the ’10s with a series of independent
releases that juggled jazz, hip-hop, R&B,
rock and funk in exhilarating, original
fashion. The band found a wider audience
last year when Concord released their

major label debut, #KingButch, followed
this summer by the five-track EP Encore.
Hunter was already a fan when he first
shared the stage with Fonville at the 2016
Montreal Jazz Festival; the drummer was
performing in his role as a member of
trumpeter Christian Scott’s band, which
had invited Hunter as its special guest.
“When Christian mentioned on the
microphone, ‘Corey has a band called
Butcher Brown,’ Charlie looked at me like,
‘Oh, shit, that’s you!’” Fonville remembers.
“It kind of got his wheels spinning, so
we exchanged info and said it would
be dope to work on some stuff one day.
Butcher Brown are all big fans of Charlie.
I’ve been following him for a long time —
he’s on Voodoo by [Richmond-born soul
icon] D’Angelo. So when Charlie called
me about the idea, I was already down
just because Charlie was involved.”
“I wanted to play with the Butcher
guys because I just love their whole
scene and their family culture up there,”
says the Greensboro, North Carolinabased Hunter. “So I went up there and
Corey and DJ Harrison and I just flowed
and came up with a bunch of tunes. It
ended up being pretty damn cool.”

From left, Charlie Hunter, Kurt Elling, DJ Harrison and Corey Fonville
Photos by Keshia Eugene
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Elling sent Hunter to Richmond with only a few requests. He
wanted to revisit “Endless Lawns,” his lyric written to Carla
Bley’s “Lawns,” which he’d originally recorded on 2018’s
landmark album The Questions. He also suggested Wayne
Shorter’s “Aung San Suu Kyi,” the band’s take on which
becomes “Where To Find It” with the addition of Elling’s new
lyric and the interpolation of a poem by Chase Twichell.
Beyond that, Hunter, Fonville and Harris were largely left to
their own devices. “We got ideas from Kurt about what key ranges
he liked and that sort of thing,” Hunter explains. “But then we were
just like, ‘Fuck it, we are who we are, let’s just play what we play.’ The
three of us could probably improvise that kind of stuff all night.”
The fact that the tracks they were laying down would
become songs with lyrics once Elling got his hands on
them couldn’t help but shape the music in some ways.
But according to the trio, it didn’t impinge much once
they got rolling. “On top of trying to fit into Charlie’s
and Corey’s spaces, I also had to leave space for the
vocals to have room to breathe,” Harris says. “But
Charlie was steering the ship. And he just wanted
to walk in and see where we could take this thing.
He really left the energy open to all of us to try to
find the vibe and if it feels good, let’s pursue it.”
There was also a generational divide to
bridge, though Fonville indicates that Hunter
was the intermediary between Butcher Brown
and Elling in that regard in much the same way
that he was in more practical matters. “Charlie’s
older than us — he’s not a peer — but we speak
the same language and we view music pretty
much the same way. We don’t like to stress.
We want to have fun. It’s all about making it
feel good first. What was most important with
Kurt was to not have him try to change who
he is. We weren’t trying to make him sound
young, like the guy’s having a midlife crisis.

I continue to like my older dead guys, the influences that
are in my subconscious that come from the jazz world. But
now there’s a way for me to push that stuff into something
that sounds hyper current, which is what Charlie and the
Butcher Brown guys are playing.
- KURT ELLING
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But he’s so deep into who he is, that wasn’t the vibe.”
Elling not only wrote new lyrics to fit with the music
that Hunter and the Butcher Brown bandmates crafted, but
discovered novel ways to fit pre-existing material to their
infectious grooves. One piece, he found, was a perfect fit for
The Manhattan Transfer’s Sarah Vaughan tribute, “Sassy,” which
comes in for a Headhunters-style reimagining. Another piece
wasn’t well suited for lyrics but became the bed for a spokenword reading of Tom Waits’ surreal carny narrative, “Circus.”
With the subtraction of the space between the two words,
“SuperBlue” turns the title track from Freddie Hubbard’s 1978
classic into a hipster stream of consciousness, a psychedelic
excursion into “mental tissue” and the “psychic undersea.”
In approaching Shorter’s “Aung San Suu Kyi,” Elling opted to
ignore the composition’s original inspiration, as the Burmese
leader was no longer quite the inspiring figure she’d been
when the piece was written in 1997. Instead, the singer decided
to celebrate Shorter’s own position as a spiritual leader.
“The guy’s a Bodhisattva,” Elling declares. “The messages
that he’s broadcasting in his melodies and in his solo spaces
are very profound. So I asked myself, ‘What’s the Bodhisattva
got to say? Where are you going to find enlightenment?’ Well,
you’re going to find it everywhere. You find it in confusion,
you find it in chaos. You just trip over it. So I was able to
write a lyric about that and then used Chase Twichell’s poem
like a crosscut that reveals even more of the message that’s

Photo by Keshia Eugene

perhaps a little more inscrutable in what I’ve written.”
In essence, SuperBlue is a singular melding of its creators’
respective sensibilities, a fascinating patchwork that likely only
exists because of the unique circumstances of its birth. Would
Butcher Brown ever have commingled with the Steely Dan and
Kerouac inspirations of Dharma Bums without crossing paths
with Hunter and Elling? Would the singer’s optimism have found
expression in the Earth Wind & Fire-like harmonies of “Manic
Panic Epiphanic” without the taut grooves laid down by the
band? Who else but Elling would draw the line between the
blistering funk of the tune that became “Circus” and the streamof-consciousness eccentricities of Tom Waits and Ken Nordine?
“I continue to like my older dead guys,” Elling admits,
“the influences that are in my subconscious that come from
the jazz world. But now there’s a way for me to push that
stuff into something that sounds hyper current, which is
what Charlie and the Butcher Brown guys are playing.”
“I was really only familiar with Kurt as a legendary vocalist
in the jazz world,” Harris says. “Recording this album was a ‘pinch
me, I’m dreaming’ moment, but it’s refreshing to hear him in this
different vibe. It pushed my limits, but I think Kurt would say it
also pushed him into someplace different than he’s used to.”
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In some ways,
SuperBlue serves
as a mirror-image
companion piece
to Elling’s previous
release, the Grammywinning Secrets Are the Best
Stories. A collaboration with
pianist Danilo Pérez, the album
confronted the harsh realities of the
Trump era head-on. Pieces like “Song of
the Rio Grande,” with a new Elling lyric set
to Pérez’s “Across the Crystal Sea,” seethed
with barely contained anger as they railed
against the country’s economic and social divides,
concluding, “America, you’ve lost your mind.”
SuperBlue doesn’t shy away from those
issues, or the travails of a year lost to a badly
mishandled pandemic response. But in keeping
with the music’s spirited funk sound, the approach
is far more lighthearted. Musically and thematically,
SuperBlue offers a refreshingly hopeful and
humorous twist on its predecessor’s ideas.
“I’m looking for a jolt of hope from the music I want
to hear coming out of this pandemic,” Elling explains.
“‘Man, the news is frightening, but everything is cool.’
That’s an important message to have. We’ve all lived
through this thing — not just the pandemic, but the
summer of protests and the recognition, at last, among a
larger amount of our current population of the pain that
minorities have been suffering for centuries in America.
I tried to grapple with the angrier or uglier elements
on [Secrets Are the Best Stories]. I didn’t want to do that
again. I needed to be more hopeful and I needed to get
my head out of that space and enjoy myself a little bit.”
Compare, for example, the song “Stays” from Secrets
with the new album’s “Can’t Make It With Your Brain.”
Both deal with misjudged appearances and surprise
discoveries upon making a stranger’s acquaintance.
But “Stays” — a lyric penned to the music of Wayne
Shorter’s “Go” — is somber and reflective. In it, Elling
describes a (fictional) neighbor in his apartment
building who seems to hide behind his door each time
Elling comes home. It’s only after a fire forces them
onto the street and into each other’s company that
it’s revealed that Elling resembles the SS soldier who’d
taken the man’s family away during World War II.
“Can’t Make It With Your Brain” is something
else entirely, a hilarious take on our current Body
Snatchers reality, when any co-worker or family
member might suddenly be revealed as a conspiracy
nut whose politics fail to align with our own, to
say the least. The song takes the form of a dancefloor banger with a wry Mose Allison twist, as the
50 Fall 2021 JAZZIZ

singer’s eyes lock on a sexy young woman from across
the room. The hook-up turns bad, however, when
her pick-up line involves being a QAnon supporter.
“That was a challenge to figure out,” Elling says with
a chuckle. “Like, can I really get away with this?”
Such personal challenges, stretching to discover
what more he can achieve with his artistry, feels
central to Elling’s music, whether he plants his tongue
in his cheek or not. It’s certainly why he’s chosen such
distinctive collaborators, each one of whom has their
own well-defined identity to contend with — not only
Pérez and Hunter, but also Branford Marsalis, with
whom he’s worked on two albums: Marsalis’ quartet
release Upward Spiral and his own The Questions,
for which the saxophonist served as producer.
“I feel like that’s always been part and
parcel of what it is,” Elling says. “It’s kind of like
you’re making dinner and everybody brings
something to the table. As the guy who’s incredibly
fortunate to be in the driver’s seat, it’s up to me
to figure out what we make out of this stuff.”
At least since The Questions, it seems that
Elling’s recipes involve deep, searching explorations
of issues both profoundly personal and sweepingly
global. He hasn’t forsaken that approach on
SuperBlue, he’s simply chanced upon a way to make
it incredibly funky and a hell of a lot of fun.
“I wanted to point toward the other side of the
coin,” Elling says. “We’re still here for another day, so
we have another opportunity to make things right.
We have another chance to show compassion and to
keep on stepping toward the highest good. We have
another chance to make more music. So let’s do that.”

I’m looking for a
jolt of hope from
the music I want to
hear coming out of this
pandemic. ‘Man, the
news is frightening,
but everything is cool.’
That’s an important
message to have.
- KURT ELLING
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MAK ING HIS

BONES
MICH A E L M AY O’S DE B U T R E COR DING DE L I V E R S A
B OL D S TAT E ME N T OF IDE N T I T Y A ND A S P IR AT ION.
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“I IMMEDIATELY FELT A PUSH AND A PULL — A PUSH TO CREATE, TO WRITE, TO
SING, TO PRACTICE, AND A PULL TO GO TO SHOWS, TO HANG OUT WITH FRIENDS, TO
GET ON THE TRAIN AND GO ALL THE WAY TO HARLEM TO SEE SOMEONE THAT I HAD
BEEN LISTENING TO FOR YEARS. NEW YORK HAS THIS AMAZING ENERGY TO IT.”
inger, songwriter and instrumentalist Michael Mayo
describes his debut album, Bones (Mack Avenue),
as the culmination of a journey many years in the
making. Fresh off of touring with Herbie Hancock,
Mayo, 29, began writing for the album in earnest
in 2018. He recorded it live at Figure8 Recordings in
Brooklyn, pre-pandemic, with his tightly knit ensemble
of high school and college besties — keyboardist
Andrew Freedman, bassist Nick Campbell and drummer Robin
Baytas. The 11 original tracks comprising Mayo’s genre-defiant
album were prefaced by a deep desire to publicly announce his
bisexuality to the world, which unwittingly inspired themes of
individual authenticity tied to universal truths of liberation.
A New York City transplant born and raised in Los Angeles,
Mayo pays homage to his eclectic musical upbringing by blurring
the boundaries between neo soul, jazz, electronic music and alt
pop. The singer’s father, saxophonist Scott Mayo, formerly of Earth,
Wind & Fire, is currently Sergio Mendes’ musical director, while his
mother, Valerie Pinkston, is a back-up singer for Diana Ross whose
A-list résumé includes Beyoncé, Luther Vandross and Whitney
Houston, among others. (Mom and Dad join him on Bones’ final
track, “Hold On,” the lyrics of which were written by Pinkston.)
Thoughtfully executed and thought-provoking, Bones marks a
turning point in the life and career of an artist unafraid to share his
reflection in the mirror with the world. Tracks like “You and You”
and “20/20” resonate with the undercurrent of duality coursing
through the album as a common thread. It’s fleshed out in the
interplay between lyrics and vocal effects, electronic accouterments
and a cappella vocals, as well as improvisation and more structured
soundscapes derived from Mayo’s classical formations.
Reached by phone at his parents’ home in L.A. in June, Mayo
talked to JAZZIZ about coming out, the making of Bones, and what
he’s looking forward to just beyond the horizon.

WHAT MOVED YOU TO MAKE THIS ALBUM?

I’d been building up towards this album for the past five or six
years, really ever since I moved to New York in 2016. I knew that
I needed to make it when the time felt right for me, and I was
exploring a lot of ideas about exploration and plain curiosity and
also deeper themes of authenticity. Everything sort of coalesced
around late 2018.

Photo by Raj Naik

BY THAT TIME, HAD YOU COME
OUT TO YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS?

I was out to most of my close friends and family, but not to the
community at large. I had made a pact with myself that when
I moved to New York that I wouldn’t lie about it anymore, but I
wouldn’t necessarily offer it up freely. And then I made an official
coming-out post in, I want to say, 2019.

IN A WAY, THIS IS YOUR OFFICIAL COMING-OUTTO-THE-WORLD ALBUM. IT’S ALSO YOUR SOLO
DEBUT ALBUM AND A LETTER TO YOURSELF. DID
YOU HAVE THESE IDEAS IN MIND AS YOU WERE
WRITING THE LYRICS?

I’d say yes and no. I try to not write with an agenda. I try to feel my
way through the sonic world and then play around in it and see
what themes come up. I didn’t necessarily start out with the goal of
having that be a driving force, but I did know that I couldn’t put out
my debut album and be closeted. I just knew for me that it wouldn’t
feel right, so I knew one step had to sort of precede the next.

YOU SEAMLESSLY TIE YOUR PERSONAL STORY
TO UNIVERSAL ELEMENTS WITH A NEO-SOUL,
ECLECTIC, ALMOST AVANT-GARDE VIBE. IT’S
EASY TO FORGET THAT YOU’RE SINGING ABOUT
YOURSELF, AND THE LISTENER IS TAKEN ON THIS
EXPANSIVE AND NUANCED RIDE. HOW MUCH DID
GROWING UP IN SUCH A MUSICALLY DIVERSE
FAMILY INFLUENCE YOUR AESTHETIC APPROACH?

My parents are the foundation of my sound in a lot of ways.
They’re the first people that I ever heard making music. My first
memories of hearing people playing instruments or singing is my
dad playing saxophone and my mom singing, both my parents
singing, so I think that having that foundation really set me up to
feel just like an implicit comfort in music. In my house, we literally
just sing about random stuff. I’m in L.A. right now, and before I got
on the phone just now, my mom and I were singing about what
we were going to do today, like [sings] ‘We’ll go to the store.’ It
sort of gets in your bones, pun sort of half intended, when you’re
surrounded by people who are just using music as a means of
[everyday] expression.
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“I’M ALL ABOUT CHALLENGING THAT STUFF, JUST TO SHOW YOURSELF THAT ANY
LABEL IS JUST A DESCRIPTOR AND IT HAS NO BEARING ON WHAT YOU SHOULD
ALLOW YOURSELF TO DO OR WHAT YOU SHOULD KEEP YOURSELF FROM DOING.”
YOU RECORDED THIS ALBUM LIVE, RIGHT BEFORE
WHAT WERE YOUR FORMATIVE YEARS LIKE AS A
THE PANDEMIC, WITH BANDMATES WHOM YOU’VE
STUDENT AT NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF
KNOWN FOR A WHILE. WHAT WAS IT LIKE RECORDING MUSIC AND THE THELONIOUS MONK INSTITUTE?
WITH THEM? CAN YOU DESCRIBE THAT DYNAMIC?
NEC was really amazing for a lot of different reasons. I think one of

Totally, yeah. So me and Andrew, the keys player, we went to
high school together and we’ve known each other for so long.
We used to live together, so we have a lot of history of just like
deep friendship and musicality. Robin, the drummer, and I, we
were college roommates; he played on my senior recital, we go
way back. And Nick and I, we play in a band called Shrek Is Love,
and we’ve known each other for coming up on like eight years. If I
could never hang out with them as friends again, I would still want
to play music with them forever. And if I could never play music
with them again, I would still want to be their friend. So there’s
this really deep connection on multiple levels, and I think that’s
something that I really needed going into the studio to make this
project. Having friendship be the underlying bedrock for this was
really powerful for me, and I’m so proud of the record because it
isn’t just me. Everybody has their own statements and it would be
incomplete without that.

the main ones was that it exposed me to a lot of music that I didn’t
even know existed before. It really opened my eyes to the fact that
a lot of the things that we take for granted, a lot of the things that
we accept as rules, are just arbitrary standards that can serve a
function if it resonates with someone but doesn’t need to be the
end all/be all. And I think that I learned to question that which we
seem to believe is like a rule.

Eli was such a gift. He was my rock during this process. Before we
even booked studio time, he and I got together for these coffee demo
hangs, where we would go to a coffee shop and I’d play him some of
the demos I was working on and we’d talk about the sonic landscape
of each song. He’s a pro. It’s very clear that he’s really good at what
he does and we found a really nice balance of communication.

college. But you know, I was 19 and 20, and the ideas were sort of
forming but I wasn’t able to verbalize them very well yet. So when
I got to grad school and started working with Herbie and Wayne
Shorter and all these other artists, hearing them talk about their
life experiences — and also honestly just watching them be and
move to the world — is what really got me thinking about this stuff
on a deeper level.

SIMILAR TO THE ARBITRARY SOCIETAL CONSTRUCTS
REGARDING SEXUALITY.

Totally. And I’m all about challenging that stuff, and not even
necessarily for the sake of challenging, but also just to show
yourself that any label is just a descriptor and it has no bearing
on what you should allow yourself to do or what you should keep
yourself from doing. All it does is it describes what’s happening.

WHAT WAS IT LIKE HAVING HERBIE HANCOCK
GRAMMY-WINNING PRODUCER ELI WOLF PRODUCED AS A MENTOR?
YOUR ALBUM. WHAT CONTRIBUTIONS DID HE BRING I mean, Herbie is amazing. The stuff that I’m talking about right
now, I was sort of already playing around with these ideas in
TO THE CREATIVE PROCESS?

HOW HAS BEING IN NEW YORK INSPIRED YOU AS AN
ARTIST AND WHAT WERE YOU SEARCHING FOR IN
NEW YORK THAT YOU WEREN’T FINDING IN L.A.?

I immediately felt a push and a pull — a push to create, to write,
to sing, to practice, and a pull to go to shows, to hang out with
friends, to get on the train and go all the way to Harlem to see
someone that I had been listening to for years. New York has
this amazing energy to it and also art is so readily available … I’m
talking pre-COVID. The situation is looking differently now, but it’s
all around you. But I really like to chill and I really like to vibe, and I
think I get that from L.A. New York has pushed me to not only chill.
Photo by Shervin Lainez

WHO ARE SOME OF YOUR OTHER INFLUENCES?

I could spend all day talking about that. But to name a few people
that have been especially significant to me, I would say Ella
Fitzgerald, Bobby McFerrin, Brandy, D’Angelo, Donny Hathaway,
Aretha Franklin, Freddie Hubbard, Miles Davis — I could literally
keep going forever.
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“WHEN I’M PLAYING WITH PEOPLE, THERE’S AN UNKNOWN IN THAT THERE ARE
OTHER HUMAN BEINGS THAT ARE INFLUENCING WHAT I’M DOING AND ARE
INFLUENCED BY WHAT I’M DOING. BUT THE LOOPER [PEDAL] ISN’T HUMAN, SO YOU
CAN EXPERIMENT WITH SOUND IN WAYS YOU WOULDN’T BE ABLE TO OTHERWISE.”
IT’S EVIDENT THAT YOU’RE MOVED BY
DIFFERENT INFLUENCES — NEO SOUL, JAZZ, R&B,
HARMONIZATION, DRUM ’N’ BASS, HIP-HOP. DO
YOU SEE PLURALITY AS BEING A DRIVING FORCE
IN YOUR MUSIC? IT SEEMS AS THOUGH, IN THE
NOT-SO-DISTANT FUTURE, GENRES WILL CEASE
TO EXIST. THEY JUST DON’T SEEM TO SPEAK TO
PEOPLE AS MUCH ANYMORE.

course of a lot of stuff for me. I like to use technology because it
provides something that playing live with other people or singing
solo doesn’t provide, in that it’s not human. When I’m playing with
people, there’s an unknown in that there are other human beings
that are influencing what I’m doing and are influenced by what
I’m doing. But the looper isn’t human, so you can experiment with
sound in ways you wouldn’t be able to otherwise. I like to use it
as a compositional tool as well as a performance tool and as an
extension of my technique.

I would agree with that — we can’t know, but I would wager that. I
think genre labels serve a purpose of sorting more than anything else.
I think they’re really useful to help people get into a style that speaks
to their interests. I believe that anything that’s made by a human,
you’re going to be able to find some common thread between that
and any other thing that’s made by a human. And once we start
realizing that all this stuff exists on the spectrum, like discreet things I’ve always been totally enamored by language ever since I was
that have nothing to do with each other, then I think we’ll start to
a little kid playing Japanese video games and trying to mimic
realize that genre labels don’t really serve much of a purpose.
what the characters were saying. I think it’s really shaped the
way that I hear things. I’m all about using abstraction as a tool to
understand the world on a deeper level. Like, to me, when I see
the number four, I immediately say the sound four and it’s instant
and simultaneous because English is my first language and so
that’s what comes out. But when you stop to realize that there are
thousands of ways to communicate that same idea, then you’re
realizing that the sounds themselves don’t mean anything, it’s the
concept that means something. And I like that idea, because when
you apply it to music, suddenly the possibilities are endless.
What’s funny is that it just happened that way because I didn’t
have any furniture. I moved into this apartment. It was my first solo
apartment and it was exactly around the time that I was making the
record. And so suddenly I had all of these new circumstances and no
couch [laughs], so there was something that felt really stark about
the track. The clarity that I had of wanting to make this album, mixed
with the very real thing of not having any belongings, I think that
I’m so incredibly thrilled that the album is finally out. I told
really spoke to me and made me want to talk about these moments
my friends for a long time it felt like it was burning a hole in
that we take for granted, that if we took the time to explore could
my computer. It represents a lot for me personally, but also
lead to something cool and beautiful if we allowed ourselves.
on a more abstract level, it’s proof that you can take a huge
undertaking and as long as you follow through the baby steps,
the action steps, you can create something meaningful and you
can see how it reacts with the world. And that’s one of the things
that I find most exciting, because at a certain point, it’s not yours
anymore. Moving forward, I’m excited to start writing again. I
think I gave this project the space that I thought it needed and
I started looping in college. I got a looper before my senior recital
really tried to honor that. And now that it’s out, I already have
just by a total fluke because a friend of mine was getting rid of his
stuff cooking for album number two.
looper pedal. It’s funny because that actually totally changed the

YOU SPEAK FOUR LANGUAGES. HOW DOES THAT
SHADE YOUR VOICE IN TERMS OF TONE AND
INFLECTION, AND HOW DOES IT INFLUENCE HOW
YOU USE LANGUAGE IN YOUR MUSIC?

THE TRACK “STOLEN MOMENTS” RIDES ON A
SINGLE VERSE, AND IRONICALLY, YOU RECORDED
IT IN THE CLOSET OF YOUR NEW APARTMENT
AFTER MOVING TO NEW YORK. THERE ARE ALL
THESE LAYERS OF VOCALS THAT YOU STACK USING
A LOOPER PEDAL. IS THIS A METAPHOR
FOR SOMETHING YOU WERE GOING THROUGH?

HOW DOES IT FEEL, NOW THAT YOU’VE COME OUT
WITH THIS ALBUM AND YOU’VE EXPRESSED YOUR
AUTHENTICITY THROUGH MUSIC? WHERE DO YOU
SEE YOURSELF NOW THAT THE ALBUM IS OUT?

WHAT ROLE DOES TECHNOLOGY PLAY
IN YOUR MUSIC AND HOW DO YOU USE IT TO
ELEVATE YOUR SOUND AND MAKE IT MORE
TEXTURED, LAYERED AND COMPLEX?
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mourn
a time to

a time to

On her first new album in more than a decade, Nnenna Freelon
conveys a love that transcends time, space and ineffable loss.
B
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ime Traveler, the latest
release by Nnenna Freelon,
is the multi-Grammynominated jazz vocalist’s
first studio recording
in more than a decade.
Described as a celebration
of love and a journey
through grief and loss, the album, on the
Origin label, is an intimate expression
of love for her late husband, preeminent
architect Philip Freelon, who died in 2019.
The Time Traveler sessions took place
between March 2018 and September 2020 in
North Carolina during Phillip’s battle with ALS
and after he had passed away. During a recent
conversation for the JAZZIZ Travel podcast,
Freelon talked about the concept of time travel
and how closely it’s linked with music. She
also discussed the themes that are at the heart
of her new album, through its captivating
mix of standards, original compositions and
jazz-infused reimaginings of ’70s soul hits.
Several of the songs on the record make
reference to time, including Jim Croce’s, “Time
in a Bottle,” the jazz standard “Time After
Time,” and of course, the title track. Throughout,
Freelon pulls back the curtain to expose
her true self, unveiling a complex blend of
emotions, tenderness, vulnerability, longing
and even renewed power. She holds nothing
back in her open and passionate musical
expression. And, as she reveals, the experience
was nothing short of liberating.
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ON THE TITLE TRACK OF YOUR NEW ALBUM,
TIME TRAVELER, YOU REFER TO A PLACE
WHERE THERE IS NO SPACE AND TIME. WHAT
IS THIS PLACE THAT YOU ARE REFERRING TO
AND HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE IT?
Wow. You start with the hard questions. Well,
first of all, time is a concept. It’s something we
made up to explain our experiences, to help us
say “yesterday, today and tomorrow.” But it isn’t
really real. And music really proves that to me.
Songs live in your spirit, they live in your mind
and they live in your heart. Why else would it be
that a song you remember from years and years
ago, that’s associated with a person or a time
in your life, brings you right back to that place?
Music can change your emotional state. Music can
bring you joy and happiness or help you reflect
on something. So, it moves me. It moves my sense
of place and my sense of well being. And I don’t
think I’m the only one that experiences the power
of music in that way.
IN OTHER WORDS, THERE’S A TIMETRAVELING QUALITY ABOUT MUSIC,
WHETHER YOU’RE LISTENING TO IT OR
WHETHER YOU’RE MAKING IT. IS THERE A
DIFFERENT KIND OF TIME TRAVELING THAT
HAPPENS WHEN YOU LISTEN TO IT OR
WHEN YOU’RE PERFORMING IT?
Oh, absolutely. On any given day, on any
lucky day, I will get 75 minutes to an hour on a
stage. And that has a different quality to it then
the time that I spend off stage. It’s quite different.
And there are times when you’re improvising
and you’re making music and you’re in the zone,
where time doesn’t hold the same meaning as it
does when you’re, let’s say, washing dishes. So,
absolutely. Making music, even composing music
and on the creative side of thinking, you can look
up at the clock and say, “Oh, my God. Four hours
have gone by. I had no idea.” So yeah, absolutely. It
does alter your perception.

spirit,

Songs live in your
they live in your mind and they
live in your heart. Why else would
it be that a song you remember
from years and years ago, that’s
associated with a person or a time
in your life, brings you right back
to that place?
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INEVITABLY, WE ASSOCIATE
MANY SONGS IN OUR LIVES WITH
DIFFERENT MEMORIES. ON THIS
ALBUM, IN PARTICULAR, YOU
SHOWCASE THAT LINK BETWEEN
MUSIC AND MEMORY.
Absolutely. And there’s an
emotional reality that accompanies
this record. My husband passed away
in 2019. He was my soulmate and I
actually communicate with him now

RIGHT. TO HELP US SEE TIME IN A
NON-LINEAR WAY, ALMOST.
Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Anybody who
has lost someone that they were very
close to can attest to the fact that they
experienced the person’s personality,
their joy, their humor in various ways
but it’s not the regular five senses
that we’re used to. Absolutely not. Do
I sit down and have lunch with my
husband? No. Do I wish that I could? Yes.

This project was actually a container of sorts
for my grief, my sadness, my bewilderment
and all those emotions I put into this record.
And we spent 40 years together. So, there’s a
lot of

memories.

through music. I feel like I can reach
out and touch him through the music
that we loved. And this project was
actually a container of sorts for my grief,
my sadness, my bewilderment and all
those emotions I put into this record,
including joy and curiosity. And we
spent 40 years together. So, there’s a lot
of memories. A lot of memories. And
so, I was really just curious — not just
curious, but I was using my curiosity
through the music as a way to reach out
to him. As a way to reach for something
that, on one level, you’d say, “Well, that’s
over. That’s done,” when a person passes
away. But I don’t believe that. I really
feel that music is a vehicle to cross those
barriers that we believe are real.

So, I’m learning to have a different
kind of relationship with him through
music and through other means. And it’s
a process. It started off with this project,
Time Traveler, as a real way for me to go
there in my own personal process. But
what I discovered is that this thing is
universal. It’s not just about me. This is
a universal thing that everybody goes
through or will go through if they live
long enough.
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YOUR HUSBAND WAS AN ARCHITECT. DID
YOU INFLUENCE THE TRAJECTORY OF EACH
OTHER’S CREATIVE CAREERS AND BODY OF
WORK? FOR EXAMPLE, DID YOU SOMETIMES
TAKE AN ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH TO
YOUR MUSIC PROJECTS?
Well, my husband taught me a lot about design,
about structure and about the need to have a strong
base and a strong foundation. These are all words that
we use that are totally interchangeable between the
world of design and the world of music. And Phil had
a favorite saying: “Architecture is frozen music.” And
I just love that. Because you could look at music as
“liquid architecture,” in a way: the flow in what we do
in jazz. Creating in the moment. Pulling information,
sonic information from memory. Sometimes it’s
from memory that we pull things. Sometimes it’s
something that happens right in a split second.
And sometimes it’s from a place that we can’t even
describe. You ask somebody to put a word to how they
created something and they can’t even say it because
it’s a mystery. So, it’s a mélange. It’s a combination
of everything you are and everything you’ve done
and everything you’ve experienced and the things
that you’re drawn to. And what’s happening in the
moment, in this very moment. And you somehow are
able to, through your instrument, create a sonic way
of building thoughts, emotions and feelings. It’s really
quite extraordinary and quite the bit of magic.
IT’S ALL CONNECTED, RIGHT? ALL OF THESE ART
FORMS, WHETHER IT’S ARCHITECTURE, MUSIC,
PAINTING, POETRY OR WHATEVER IT IS, IT’S
ALMOST LIKE A MAGICAL FORCE. YOU DON’T
KNOW WHERE IT COMES FROM. BUT IT’S THERE.
IT’S AN ACT OF CREATION.
Indeed. And that act of creation is sacred. For me,
music is medicine. Pure medicine to heal the broken
heart, to forge connections between people to heal

hurt. To bring joy, to teach. All of the things that we do
as humans, when we create, we are entering sacred,
sacred, beautiful space. And it’s pretty awesome.
IN THE PRESS RELEASE FOR TIME TRAVELER, YOU
SAID, “SINGING FROM THE HEART OF GRIEF GAVE
MY VOICE A NEW SHAPE AND ALLOWED A KIND
OF FREEDOM.” WHAT DID YOU MEAN BY THAT?
Any artist knows that there is the love of your
art. And then there are these voices in your head that
say, “Oh, that didn’t sound so good.” These critical
little voices. “That’s terrible.” Everybody has it. In
some people, the voices are louder than others and
they can stunt your growth. They can scare you into
not creating. They can make you feel like you’re not
worthy. And I think what I meant by that statement
was, sitting with my grief, taking myself just as I am,
broken, and not feeling like I had to pretend that I
wasn’t broken. That gave me a freedom to be myself in
a different way. I didn’t have to put on a show.
I didn’t have the energy, honestly, to sing and
pretend. It had to be either or. Either I had to sing from
where I was at that moment in an authentic way or
I couldn’t sing. In fact, there was a time when I felt
like I wondered if I could, because singing is such
an emotional enterprise. I just wondered if I had the
capacity but when I was just curious enough to try, I
found something there that was beautifully broken to
my own ear and to my own heart. And in ways, I was
singing to soothe myself. And when you’re authentic,
I think it spills out. You don’t do it necessarily for
approval or applause. You do it because you need to do
it. And the rest of it takes care of itself.

For me, music is medicine.
Pure medicine to heal the broken heart,
		
to forge connections between people to
To bring joy, to teach.
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heal hurt.

AND ALSO, PEOPLE CONNECT WITH YOU A
LOT EASIER BECAUSE IT’S ALMOST LIKE YOU
ESTABLISHED THIS PERSONAL CONNECTION.
Well, I think part of it is that when you’re on stage,
you’re expected — and maybe it is self-expectation or
something you made up in your own head — but there
is a professional persona that you put on there. It’s
almost like a mask where there’s no stumbling, there’s
no missing lyric and there’s no falling down. In fact,
when a fall down happens on a stage, it’s news because
that’s not supposed to happen. And that saying that
“perfection is the enemy of good” is super true. I’m not
trying so hard to please. I’m not trying so hard to appear
to be a certain way. And that vulnerability, I think
that is what people connect with because everybody
is vulnerable in some ways. And when you are honest
and authentic yourself, you give everybody in the room
permission to be the same. Because it’s a heavy weight,
to have to go around pretending.

CORRECT ME IF I’M WRONG, BUT THIS IS YOUR
FIRST STUDIO ALBUM TO BE RELEASED IN OVER
10 YEARS.
That’s right. And that’s not because I didn’t want to.
I was on a label and then they decided not to renew the
contract. And in the meantime, I was busy. I was touring.
I was living my life. It was great. I tried to go into the
studio a couple of times and lay down a few tracks.
Nothing seemed to be popping. And then life happened
and my husband needed me. And [recording] just was
not a priority. And when I looked up — talk about time!
— 11 years had gone by and I could scarcely believe it.
It wasn’t until I counted back to my last recording on
Concord Records that I realized that it had been so long.
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SPEAKING OF NEW PROJECTS, I UNDERSTAND YOU WILL
ALSO BE LAUNCHING A NEW PODCAST SERIES CALLED
GREAT GRIEF WITH NNENNA FREELON. CAN YOU TELL US
ABOUT THAT?
Well, Great Grief is another container for my grief. I love
stories and I am a storyteller in my music. So, Great Grief is a
podcast about loss and about change but it’s from the perspective
of the artist. I am not a counselor. I am not a healthcare
professional. I am a singer and a storyteller. And I stay in that
lane. So, I use music fluidly with story in this podcast.
I feel like we don’t have enough language around grief.

And so, after we get past the first little bit of, “I’m so sorry for
your loss,” everybody feels kind of awkward and strange and
they don’t know exactly what to say, or maybe they won’t say
anything because they don’t want to make you feel some kind of
way. And I want to demystify and make safe this conversation
with myself and with my guests. But I also think music is a very
good tool to help us say what we can’t say. What we feel. Our
yearnings. They’re all inside the music. Maybe it’s not the world
of words that we should be so concerned with, but the world of
music and sound that really holds healing for us.
THINKING OF THE TIMES THAT WE’RE LIVING
IN RIGHT NOW, BETWEEN THE PANDEMIC AND
SOCIAL UNREST ON A GLOBAL SCALE, THIS SEEMS
LIKE A PARTICULARLY GOOD TIME TO SHARE
CONVERSATIONS ABOUT GRIEF AND PAIN.
Absolutely. It is a unifying factor that
nobody gets out of here alive. Rich, poor,
powerful or powerless, we entered by the same
door and exit by the same door. So, that and all of
the joy and losses along the way are humanizing
and have the potential to be humanizing
moments for us. When a person is at the bedside
of a loved one who’s dying, that becomes the
primary focus. Nobody is thinking about
these other things in the world that seemed
so important last week or last month or last
year. So, I’m really hopeful that we’re creating a
community of people, all different walks of life,
and that we can come together and have safe
conversations around this topic.
WE MENTIONED EARLIER THAT IT HAD
BEEN QUITE A WHILE SINCE YOUR LAST
STUDIO ALBUM HAD BEEN RELEASED. DID
YOU ENCOUNTER ANY DIFFICULTIES OR
CHALLENGES GETTING BACK INTO THE
PROCESS? OR DID IT COME TOGETHER EASILY?
There’s nothing easy about it. Let me just
say this: It was the only album I could make. I
have lots of ideas and there’s lots of concepts in
the back of my mind, but until I completed this
project, it was like I couldn’t do anything else.
WAS THAT ON A PERSONAL LEVEL?
I think so. I think sometimes ideas come to
you and they want to be birthed. They want to
be in the world and you can ignore them or say,
“I’ll do it later.” But when they start coming into
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your dream space and it’s always on your mind, you should
probably do it. And that’s what this was. It was a real push,
a creative push to go ahead and finish this project, go ahead
and put it out there. Don’t worry if it isn’t anything other
than your having put out this moment in time because time
marches on, as we know. And this point in my life is the point
that I can tell this story. I can’t say anything about 2025 or
going forward, but for right now, this is what I had to say. And
so, it did flow. I wouldn’t say in an easy way but it flowed in
the sense that the timing was right to do this project now.
COULD YOU TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT SOME OF
THE MUSICIANS YOU WORKED WITH ON THIS ALBUM?
Well, as you know, COVID shut all of us down as far as
being able to be in the same space. Luckily for me, many of
these tracks were laid down before travel was shut off. So,
[pianist] Miki Hayama is my wonderful music director and
she’s a multi-instrumentalist, a great arranger. Kirk Whalum,
a good friend, he’s a guest on sax and flute.
There are many local musicians who were able to come
into the studio after the basic tracks were laid down and
they added their own sweetness. Shana Tucker played cello.
Keith Ganz, a wonderful guitarist and just amazing human
being, played on some of these tracks. Trineice Robinson sang
background vocals on one tune.
And Adonis Rose, my wonderful friend in new Orleans,
plays drums. [Bassist] Gerald Veasley. They all knew Phil,
my husband, and they all had experienced loss of some sort.
So, I really asked everybody to channel their own personal
sense of what was important to them. Not necessarily to do
something for Phil but to do something for the losses in their
own [lives] … and everybody did. It was really amazing.
DESPITE THE FACT THAT WE’VE BEEN TALKING
ABOUT GRIEF AND LOSS, THERE ARE MOMENTS OF
JOY ON THIS ALBUM, TOO. THERE’S A WIDE RANGE
OF EMOTION THAT CONTRIBUTES TO THE BEAUTY
OF THE RECORD.
Yeah. Grief and joy. They’re sisters. They’re not twins but
they’re sisters.

soothe

I was singing to
myself. And when you’re authentic, I
think it spills out. You don’t do it necessarily for approval or applause.
You do it because you need to do it. And the rest of it takes care of itself.
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Jazz Vocal
Essentials

NO MUSICIAN IN THE JAZZ WORLD SEEMS TO CONNECT WITH LISTENERS AS VISCERALLY AS
THE VOCALIST. WHILE SAXOPHONISTS COLEMAN HAWKINS AND JOHN COLTRANE COULD

STIR DEEP EMOTIONS, AND PIANISTS BILL EVANS AND KEITH JARRETT COULD WRING TEARS
FROM GRANITE, IT’S THE SINGERS WHO HAVE THE EASIEST ACCESS TO OUR HEARTS. MAYBE
IT’S LYRICAL CONTENT, OR THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE HUMAN VOICE THAT DRAWS US IN. OR
PERHAPS IT’S THE COMMONALITY THAT MOST OF US CAN MAKE SOUNDS, OR EVEN MUSIC,
WITH NOTHING MORE THAN OUR VOCAL CORDS, WHETHER CROONING IN A LOVER’S EAR
WHILE SLOW DANCING OR BELTING ONE OUT IN THE SHOWER. NO MATTER OUR DELUSIONS,
FEW OF US CAN DELIVER THE SHIVERS OF AN ELLA FITZGERALD OR JOE WILLIAMS, OR REALLY
ANY OF THE ARTISTS ON THE FOLLOWING LIST, WHICH — ALTHOUGH HIGHLY SUBJECTIVE AND
POSSIBLY TOO SHORT BY HALF — SHOULD BE FOUNDATIONAL TO ANY JAZZ LOVER’S LIBRARY.
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Dinah Washington

Dinah Jams (EmArcy), 1955
A superb blues and ballad singer, Dinah
Washington was equally adept at jazz, as
she proved definitively on this live in-thestudio recording. On standards such as “Lover,
Come Back to Me,” “I’ve Got You Under My Skin” and “You Go
to My Head,” she employed all the brassy brio at her command,
her trumpet-like instrument sustaining notes and inventively
phrasing like the remarkable musicians surrounding her. That A-list
ensemble included saxophonist Harold Land, trumpeters Clifford
Brown, Clark Terry and Maynard Ferguson, pianist Junior Mance and
drummer Max Roach. The band has plenty of space to stretch, but
never outshines the dynamic Ms. D — could anyone?

Louis Armstrong
and Ella Fitzgerald

Ella and Louis (Verve), 1957
Two of the most beloved voices in American
music come together on a set of indelible jazz
standards. Intimate, elegant and seemingly
effortless, their renditions of songbook staples such as “Can’t
We Be Friends?” “Isn’t This a Lovely Day?” and “Cheek to Cheek”
are suffused with a genuine warmth of feeling, the contrast of
Fitzgerald’s silk with Armstrong’s salt making for an irresistible
combination. The trio of pianist Oscar Peterson, guitarist Herb Ellis
and bassist Ray Brown, along with Armstrong’s own immediately
identifiable trumpet sound, provide the perfect accompaniment.

Bob Dorough

Devil May Care (Bethlehem), 1957
Arkansas native Dorough’s wry, idiosyncratic
phrasing and cornpone vocals combined to
make him the most unlikely of jazz hipsters.
His delivery on standards such as “Polka
Dots and Moonbeams” and “Midnight Sun”
revealed a daring bordering on irreverence, and his allegiance
to bebop was made plain with his lyrics to “Yardbird Suite,” an
affectionate ode to Charlie Parker. And while humor permeated
tunes such as “Baltimore Oriole” and “Johnny One Note,” Dorough
was no novelty act, his musicality coming through his tight
arrangements for a small ensemble, excellent piano playing and
deft use of “vocalese,” or recreating instrumental passages vocally
and inserting lyrics into instrumental solos.
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Billie Holiday

Lady in Satin (Columbia), 1958
Recorded toward the end of her life, her voice
ravaged by addiction and harrowing life
experiences, Lady in Satin captures Holiday at
her most achingly vulnerable. In front of an
orchestra led by Ray Ellis, the once-girlish singer inhabits tunes such
as “I’m a Fool To Want You,” “You Don’t Know What Love Is” and
“But Beautiful” with startling intimacy. While plenty of collections
of Lady Day in her prime showcase her excellence as one of jazz’s
most gifted singers — and one more seemingly in control of her
destiny, or at least able to fake it — Lady in Satin is a cry from the
heart, revealing in the way that the best art always is.

Joe Williams/ Lambert,
Hendricks & Ross

Sing Along With Basie (Roulette), 1958
Vocal trio Dave Lambert, Jon Hendricks and
Annie Ross teamed up with the Basie band and
its exuberant singer Joe Williams for a romp through the Count’s
venerable songbook. LH&R’s signature vocalese, in which the trio
mates take on the roles of various instrumentalists, adds new luster
to swing classics such as “Jumpin’ at the Woodside,” “Tickle Toe”
and “Every Tub.” Williams eases right into the mix, injecting humor
and spirit into his reads of “Going to Chicago Blues” and “Rusty
Dusty Blues.” Hendricks’ lyric-writing genius is also on full display.

John Coltrane
and Johnny Hartman

(Impulse), 1963
Coltrane’s exquisite taste is exemplified by
his choice of plush-voiced crooner Hartman to
join him on this glittering gem of an album.
The saxophonist and the vocalist display a remarkable synergy,
the opening trifecta of “They Say It’s Wonderful,” “Dedicated to
You” and “My One and Only Love” comprising some of the most
romantic music ever recorded. And their wistful, dramatic read of
“Lush Life” sounds as if they had paged through Billy Strayhorn’s
diary. Backed by pianist McCoy Tyner, bassist Jimmy Garrison and
drummer Elvin Jones, Coltrane plays with a transcendent beauty
that’s matched by Hartman’s velvety tone.

Johnny Hartman
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Nina Simone

In Concert (Philips), 1964
Even in front of a friendly New York crowd, it’s
hard to fathom the courage it must have taken
for Simone to perform tunes such as “Old Jim
Crow” and “Mississippi Goddam” when the ink
on Civil Rights legislation was still damp. This remarkable trio concert
— with bassist Lisle Atkinson, drummer Bobby Hamilton and Simone
doubling on piano — also includes her stark and riveting read of
“I Loves You, Porgy,” an intense and dramatic “Pirate Jenny” and
a devastating “Don’t Smoke in Bed.” And then there’s “Mississippi
Goddam,” its righteous anger wrapped in a catchy melody and
bouncy rhythm that hardly disguises Simone’s disgust with the
Deep South bigotry that ended the lives of Civil Rights workers and
innocent children in a church basement. Black lives always mattered
to Simone, even when it wasn’t safe or prudent to say so.

Eddie Jefferson

The Jazz Singer (Inner City), 1965
Vocalese pioneer Jefferson brought plenty
of humorous bon homie to his razor-sharp
interpretations of jazz classics — many of
which were fairly recent when the singer
added his lyrics on these 1959-61 sessions. He pointedly chided
critics and squares with his read of Miles Davis’ “So What?” (“Miles
walked off the stage … so what?!”) and remonstrated/celebrated a
slick lothario hipster with his take on Horace Silver’s funky groover
“Sister Sadie.” Jefferson also sang his version of “Moody’s Mood
for Love,” a hit for his contemporary King Pleasure and for which
he had penned the lyrics, and tips a cap to Coleman Hawkins with a
masterful “Body and Soul.”

King Pleasure

The Source (Prestive), 1972
Like Eddie Jefferson, King Pleasure (born
Clarence Beeks) was an early adopter of
vocalese. His 1952 recording of “Moody’s
Mood for Love,” with Jefferson’s lyric and
featuring the charming Blossom Dearie, captivated listeners, while
his “Parker’s Mood” paid homage to Charlie Parker with sublime
bluesiness. (Is there a more dramatic opening to a song than the
vocal fanfare, “Come with meee/If you want to go to Kansas City”?)
Betty Carter and Jon Hendricks join King on a couple of tunes in this
collection, and A-list jazzers such as Lucky Thompson, John Lewis,
Percy Heath and Kenny Clarke complement his engaging voice and
winning way with words.

Oscar Brown Jr.

Sin and Soul (Columbia), 1961
The debut recording of Chicago-born singer/
poet/composer Brown is “all killer, no filler.”
With deep feeling and wit, he explored the
African-American experience in mini-musical
playlets that recalled African folk tales (“Signifyin’ Monkey”), the
slave-auction block (“Bid ’Em In”) and the cry of the street peddler
(“Rags and Old Iron”). Brown’s brilliance is also revealed in lyrics he
penned to jazz tunes such as Nat Adderley’s “Work Song,” Mongo
Santamaria’s “Afro Blue” and Bobby Timmons’ “Dat Dere,” the last
a tender, humorous observation of a father-child relationship. By
turns hilarious and profound, Brown’s performances resound with
affection and humanity.

Abbey Lincoln

Straight Ahead (Candid), 1961
Lincoln’s bone-chilling vocals on Max Roach’s
We Insist! (1960) were prelude to her stunning
emotional performance on Straight Ahead.
With husband Roach on drums, and an all-star
modern jazz complement including Eric Dolphy, Booker Little, Julian
Priester and Mal Waldron, Lincoln sang with unfettered honesty
about racial, social and economic injustice. The singer penned nowclassic lyrics to “Blue Monk,” her sublimely bluesy version featuring
Coleman Hawkins on tenor sax, and elsewhere inhabits words
penned by Billie Holiday and Langston Hughes. While the overall
mood is bleak, Lincoln’s is a voice of defiance, a kind of hope in itself.

Jeanne Lee and Ran Blake

The Newest Sound Around (RCA/Victor), 1962
If vocalist Lee and pianist Blake sound
particularly in sync on their debut recording,
it’s because the pair had been rehearsing —
more often than gigging — for a few years
when they went into the studio in late 1961. Repertoire included
standards, blues and folk, all filtered through a shared modernjazz sensibility and an inward-facing lens. By turns dreamy, dark
and mysterious, tunes such as the noirish “Laura,” the traditional
“Where Flamingos Fly” and the spiritual “Sometimes I Feel Like
a Motherless Child” are refreshed by Lee’s gorgeous tone and
hornlike phrasing. Blake’s spare, at times spiky, accompaniment
added layers of psychological depth.
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Leon Thomas

Facets: The Legend of Leon Thomas
(Flying Dutchman), 1973
Singular baritone Thomas first broke though with
his prayerful vocals and distinctive jazz yodel on
Pharoah Sanders’ “The Creator Has a Master Plan.”
Striking out on his own, he recorded for a few different labels, including
Flying Dutchman, the imprint releasing this stellar collection. Thomas
reprised “Creator” with a shorter, but still potent, version, featuring
James Spaulding on alto sax and Lonnie Liston Smith on piano, and
indeed showcased different “facets” of his artistry: a downhome-meetsuptown read of John Lee Hooker’s “Boom-Boom-Boom”; a dip into
Ellingtonian swing on “Duke’s Place” (with Duke’s guys behind him); and
a poignant version of Horace Silver’s “Song for My Father.” Tunes such as
“China Doll” and “Let the Rain Fall on Me” display still other aspects of the
singer, who could temper exuberance with shiver-inducing sensitivity.

Sarah Vaughan

The Duke Ellington Songbook, Vol. 2 (Pablo), 1979
No longer a jewel-voiced ingenue, the
supremely gifted Vaughan was in her mid50s when she recorded a couple of albums
of Ellington treasures. Her instrument had
deepened since her heyday, but so had her interpretive abilities and
adventurous spirit. On reads of “I Ain’t Got Nothin’ but the Blues”
and “Rocks in My Bed,” she conjures the woeful humor of the best
blues practitioners, and her voice travels from deep-chested rumble
to anguished cry with dramatic effect. Of course, Vaughan was
still capable of dazzling beauty, as she bends notes to her will on a
wordless “Chelsea Bridge” and winds up the program with a moving
“Prelude to a Kiss.” Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson ups the blues ante,
playing alto sax and lending his hilarious vocals to “Rocks in My Bed.”

Betty Carter

The Audience With Betty Carter (Bet-Car), 1980
Like Sarah Vaughan, Carter was an exceptional
talent who underwent stylistic changes from
bebop to R&B to a sui-generis kind of singing that
was as daring and musical as any vocalist before
or after. Also like Vaughan, she had to accommodate the deepening
of her voice as she aged, although her delivery retained a coquettish
quality. Carter stretches notes like taffy and scats with machine-gun
rapidity on the live double album The Audience With Betty Carter. Side
A encompasses one extraordinary 25-minute cut, as the singer flits and
glides through her “Sounds (Moving On),” and takes time to introduce
her sterling accompanists: pianist John Hicks, bassist Curtis Lundy
and drummer Kenny Washington. Spontaneous composition and
reinvention are hallmarks of Carter’s artistry, and well in evidence on
her emotionally rich reads of standards such as “Everything I Have Is

Yours,” and she displays a great joie de vivre on the irresistible “Tight,”
her composition becoming something of a hip standard itself.

Carmen McRae

Carmen Sings Monk (Novus), 1988
McCrae, whose career stretched back to the
1940s, knew Thelonious Monk well, and her
vocal interpretations of his music sound as
natural as breathing. Utilizing lyrics from Jon
Hendricks, Abbey Lincoln and Sally Swisher, McRae inhabited the
music and world of Monk, as she injected plenty of attitude into
classic numbers such as “Well You Needn’t,” “I Mean You” and “Monk’s
Dream,” aided by an A-list quartet (saxophonist Clifford Jordan, pianist
Eric Gunnison, bassist George Mraz and drummer Al Foster). Of course,
she also brings terrific sensitivity to ballads such as “Pannonica” and
“Ruby, My Dear,” and word-oriented listeners may come away from
the record with an even greater appreciation of Monk’s music.

Andy Bey

Shades of Bey (Evidence), 1998
A teen prodigy in the 1950s, and a much-sought
sideman in the ’60s and ’70s, Bey has continued
to find new textures in his remarkably flexible
instrument. The Newark, New Jersey, native came
to prominence once again in the mid-’90s, and has released a string
of excellent recordings ever since. On Shades of Bey, the singer finds
intimate, elegant expression in sparsely accompanied songs including
the lovely “Like a Lover (O Cantador)” and a haunting read of Nick Drake’s
“River Man.” He also returns to the Ellington/Strayhorn canon with an
aching “Pretty Girls (The Starcrossed Lovers)” and an elegiac “The Last
Light of Evening” (Strayhorn’s “Blood Count,” with a Dominique Eade
lyric), stretching his basement baritone to feathery heights.

Charlie Haden Quartet West

The Art of the Song (Verve), 1999
Yes, bassist Haden sings on this record. No,
that’s not the primary reason we’ve included it
here. Rather, it’s the performances of vocalists
Shirley Horn and Bill Henderson, at their
intimate best out front of Haden’s Quartet West and a chamber
orchestra, that make this album essential. On a curated set of songs
culled from stage and screen productions, Horn and Henderson invest
each number with a depth of feeling and unique personality. You
can feel the chill in Horn’s desolate delivery of “Lonely Town” and
the warm radiance she generates in “The Folks Who Live on the Hill.”
Henderson, too, celebrates the joys of romance over the long haul on
“Why Did I Choose You” and “You My Love,” his voice brimming with
emotion. Haden’s whispery take on “Wayfaring Stranger” caps the
program and fits right in with the overall mood.
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Beyond Words

NOA FORT’S HEALING VOCAL ABSTRACTIONS TRANSCEND VERBALIZATION.

Noa Fort’s latest album isn’t quite what she expected it would
be. The singer-pianist and her longtime bandmates entered the
studio on March 16, 2020, just days before New York went into
lockdown. The quartet recorded several tunes, unsure of what was
to come of this project. As the pandemic continued and the sense
of dread permeated the atmosphere, Fort returned to the studio in
September and again earlier this year to record a few pieces for solo
piano and voice.
Together, then alone — that turned out to be the perfect
metaphor for Everyday Actions (ears&eyes), a record that began its
life just as much of the country was about to experience the same
sense of isolation. “The process was very unpredictable,” the Israeliborn musician (and younger sister of jazz pianist Anat Fort) says
during a recent phone conversation. “At first I thought it was going
to be a band record and it ended up being this mix. As the lockdown
got longer and longer, and everyone was lonelier and lonelier, I felt
that this record needed something that would reflect that.”
A blend of solo and quartet pieces, the
album’s nine tracks nearly all feature Fort’s
wordless vocalizations. Frequently poignant
and meditative, the music’s spare beauty
sneaks up on you then stays with you. “As a
ground rule, since there’s almost no words,
the work that I do somehow goes deeper
into the music — and that’s true for the voice
and for the piano,” she says. “I love working
with words, but I think something about the
wordless work allows me to go to different
places. They feel a little deeper, because I
find words really hard these days. Having no
words at all allows for more abstraction and
other layers that I can go into.”
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The four pieces featuring her bandmates — trumpeter Josh
Deutsch, bassist Dan Loomis and drummer Ronen Itzik — brighten
or darken the color palette as appropriate. “They really trust the
music, and there’s a really strong bond in the sense that we can
just know where to go together,” Fort says. But it’s the interplay
between Fort’s lilting vocals and her elegant piano playing that
does much of the heavy lifting. Sometimes, as on the title track, she
plays relatively simple figures to support her vocals. Elsewhere, the
piano acts more as a counterpoint to her voice.
“I’m trying to explore both ideas,” she says. “More and more
with time, I’m leaning more toward the voice work, but I don’t want
to detach from what the piano can do in those pieces, so I’m using
it in both ways — as a support and also as a different voice.”
Fort didn’t go into the sessions with a grand plan, but a theme
did emerge as recording progressed. Though she’s hesitant to offer
interpretations of individual tracks, she says there’s an intention
behind the repetitions and subtle changes to patterns in many of
the pieces. Listening to her describe what’s
at work in these performances, it’s clear that
Fort’s background as a board-certified music
therapist is also embedded into these songs,
which seem intended to provide comfort as
well as entertainment.
“There are a lot of small motifs that
change their shape in a tiny way here and
in a tiny way there,” she says. “That notion
of everyday actions — that’s what leads us
to the next moment. I was thinking of how
really tiny shifts in habits and moments are
the ones that gradually over time lead to
some change and some clarity rather than
really big dramatic moments.”
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Arturo O’Farrill
Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra
Virtual Birdland

Arturo O’Farrill
Photo by Laura Mariet

(Zoho)
It may take years before music scholars can
fully access how the pandemic that began
in 2020 turned a vibrant music scene
on its head. Among the most prominent
footnotes, however, will undoubtedly be
the example of how pianist, composer and
arranger Arturo O’Farrill turned adversity
into opportunity. On this 10-track program,
O’Farrill uses digital technology to tap
the talents of 38 members of his big band
and guest artists from around the world.
Without missing a beat, the large ensemble
blows with aplomb through a program of
traditional Latin jazz gems and adroitly
crafted fusions of disparate music idioms.
The spirit of O’Farrill’s late father,
renowned Cuban composer and arranger
Chico O’Farrill, always plays a role in
Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra programs. “En
la Oscuridad” (“In the Darkness”) reprises
Chico’s arrangement on this gorgeous
bolero (ballad) that features tenor
saxophonist Ivan Renta. The ultimate
blast from the mambo past is Tito Puente’s
“Para los Rumberos,” with six ALJO
members soloing on this long-form take.
The balance of the program plunges
audaciously into an eclectic mélange of
global styles. “Pouvoir,” based on a sacred
Moroccan dance, saunters lightly to a 6/8
pulse, buoyed by the flirtatious vocal in
French of Malika Zarra. “Ana Mashoof”
is a restful ballad composed by Kuwaiti
musician Ghazi Faisal al-Mulaifi, who

is featured on voice and guitar with
rhythmic backing by the Middle Eastern
percussion ensemble Boom Diwan. The
hypnotic “Desert” celebrates Middle
Eastern modes and features the composer,
Jerusalem-born Rafi Malkiel, on an
entrancing euphonium solo.
Two Brazil-derived pieces, “Samba
for Carmen,” featuring its composer,
Paquito D’Rivera, on alto sax, and “Alafia,”
a percussion-driven work that evokes the
spirit of the Afro-Brazilian Candomblé
religious tradition, round out the set.
O’Farrill has done it again — using the
Afro-Cuban rhythms generated by the
ALJO as a starting point, he brings global
styles into perfect harmony.
— Mark Holston

Vincent Herring

Preaching to the Choir

(Smoke Sessions)
Alto saxophonist Vincent Herring nearly
canceled the in-studio recording sessions
for Preaching to the Choir, his latest release,
after contracting COVID-19 and suffering
the continued excruciating after-effects of
debilitating rheumatoid arthritis.
But Herring, who’s chalked up
lengthy sideman gigs and recordings
with Nat Adderley, Cedar Walton and
Louis Hayes, and has more than 20 leader
dates to his name, needn’t feel insecure.
For starters, the A-list musicians he
recruited have his back. That would be
pianist Cyrus Chestnut, bassist Yasushi
Nakamura and drummer Johnathan
Blake, who are ever-poised to deliver
JAZZIZ
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the utmost in emphatic comping and
exciting, free-flight solos.
Once the musicians were in the
studio and the tape was rolling, Herring
seems to have forgotten the pain and
typically blows from his toes. Following
the medium grooving original, “Dudli’s
Dilemma,” Herring and company give
new life to an old warhorse, “Old Devil
Moon,” by borrowing the bass line from
Benny Golson’s famous “Killer Joe.”
Chestnut’s soloing always begins softly
and builds, making him a perfect foil
to Herring’s gangbusters start-to-finish
improvising. Interludes and vamps
heard throughout this 10-song set lend
freshness to the bop sandwich approach
of tune-solos-tune-out.
Herring’s affinity for classic grooves
is apparent not only in his adherence
to straightahead jazz, but also in his
inclusion of old-school R&B. Lionel
Richie’s “Hello” works well as a heartfelt
instrumental ballad. Stevie Wonder’s
“You Are the Sunshine of My Life” is
relayed as a solid bossa, especially with
Blake’s extended drum solo coda.
Herring is relatively pain-free now
because of his doctors’ commitments to
finding a solution. May Preaching to the
Choir be only his first in a long line of
joyous sermons from the bandstand.
— James Rozzi

María Grand			
Reciprocity

María Grand
Photo by Carolina Mama

(Biophilia)
Saxophonist and composer María Grand
has an original creative outlook coupled
with a unique style. Since moving to
New York 10 years ago, she has become
entrenched in the city’s improvised
music milieu and quickly developed
into a seasoned leader in her own right.
Her sophomore, digital-only release, the
entrancing Reciprocity, showcases Grand’s
talents in the spare setting of a trio.
Perhaps becoming a mother inspired
Grand to create these works, which are
permeated by an elated mysticism. For
instance, a collective chant opens the
two-part “Fundamental.” Bassist Kanoa

Mendenhall’s sonorous bowed strings
and drummer Savannah Harris’ stirring
beats frame the haunting vocals. Into this
ceremonial ambience, Grand introduces her
sinewy and ardent phrases to mesmerizing
effect. As Harris’ turbulent polyrhythms
drive the piece, Mendenhall takes her turn
in the spotlight with vibrant lyricism.
The deeply spiritual “Creation: Ladder
of Swords” crackles with tension. Harris
contributes a vigilant cadence while
Mendenhall entwines deeply resonant lines
within it. Together they form a delightfully
angular backdrop for Grand’s introspective
performance. As the tune evolves, the group
engages in a fiery, stimulating conversation
that flirts with dissonance.
Elsewhere, the trio members open
the “Creation: The Joy of Being” with
an overlapping hymn-like recitation of
the same sentence. Grand’s wistful and
radiant tenor smolders with yearning
emotion. Mendenhall and Harris, never
relegated to mere supporting roles, each
extemporize with passionate elegance.
Hence three independent, yet synergistic,
spontaneous expressions coalesce into a
crystalline, multifaceted melody.
Reciprocity explores themes that are
simultaneously universal and intensely
personal. Grand’s artistic ingenuity and
camaraderie with Harris and Mendenhall
are also amply demonstrated. This shared
aesthetic sense among the three makes
the release all the more compelling and
provocative and a singularly brilliant
addition to Grand’s discography.
— Hrayr Attarian
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Stairway to Heavy
Jazz artists riff on the classic rock canon.
By Bill Meredith
Classic rock, especially from the Woodstock era, has segued
from middle age to oldies status during the 21st Century. Four
recent jazz projects spotlight the outsized influence of the
venerable sub-genre, with covers of seminal material by a
blues-based supergroup, folk-rock icons, the ultimate guitar
hero and the original jam band.
On Whole Lotta Love — The Music of Led Zeppelin
(Chesky), drummer Obed Calvaire, saxophonist Bob Franceschini,
pianist Kevin Hays and bassist Orlando le Fleming offer downtempo acoustic instrumental takes
— all impressively recorded in one
day — of the British quartet’s material,
removing bombast while retaining the
rhythmic elasticity of guitarist Jimmy
Page, bassist/keyboardist John Paul
Jones and drummer John Bonham.
Franceschini, a longtime member
of guitarist Mike Stern’s group, largely takes on the vocal melodies
of Robert Plant, while Hays handles the chording and soloing
of Page. On the title track, those chords include a reference to
the Miles Davis standard “So What” after Le Fleming states the
Zep tune’s familiar guitar riff. Staples like “Dazed and Confused”
and “Immigrant Song” go from nearly rote to unrecognizable,
respectively, but it’s the more obscure album tracks (the Calvairedownshifted “In My Time of Dying” and “Custard Pie”; reimagined
ballads “Ten Years Gone” and “The Battle of Evermore”; and the
closing Hays showcase “No Quarter”) that shine.
If Zeppelin’s jazz influences were mostly rhythmic,
expressed through odd time signatures, three other recent
tribute releases salute classic rock artists whose relationships to
jazz were more chordal and harmonic.
California vocalist Judy Wexler’s Back to the Garden (Jewel
City Jazz) takes its name from a lyric within Joni Mitchell’s
anthemic composition “Woodstock.”
Some of its hits from that era — by
Bob Dylan, Judy Collins and Stephen
Stills — feature strings and venture
toward an awkward mix of chamber
jazz and cabaret. But Mitchell’s “Big
Yellow Taxi,” Paul Simon’s “American
Tune” and Fred Neil’s “Everybody’s
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Talkin’” are highlights, thanks largely to the singer’s reverent
vocal deliveries and updated arrangements by Josh Nelson and
her gifted longtime pianist Jeff Colella.
On 2B3’s Jimi (self-released), Denver-based keyboardist
Jeff Jenkins, guitarist Mike Abbott and drummer Mike
Marlier successfully blend surprising originality into the
oeuvre of guitarist Jimi Hendrix in
an instrumental Hammond organ
trio format. The arrangements
by Abbott and Jenkins result in a
staggered “Purple Haze,” acidic “Manic
Depression,” shuffling “Foxey Lady,”
and even a couple originals (the bluesy
“Etched in Stone” and atmospheric title
track) that effectively capture the project’s spirit. Throughout,
Jenkins provides the glue with textures and left-hand bass lines;
Abbott effectively channels the late guitarist’s chordal and
soloing genius; and Marlier powerfully mixes the jazz-influenced
playing of the Jimi Hendrix Experience’s Mitch Mitchell with the
thump of later Band of Gypsys drummer Buddy Miles.
All of which exemplifies why trumpeter Davis wanted to
record with Hendrix, and makes Jimi comparable to a similarly
explorative 1995 tribute release, Purple Haze, by organist Dr.
Lonnie Smith, guitarist John Abercrombie and drummer Marvin
“Smitty” Smith.
Likewise, Detroit-based saxophonist Dave McMurray’s
Grateful Deadication (Blue Note) isn’t the first jazz nod to
the Grateful Dead, following multiple releases over the past
quarter-century by Jazz Is Dead, an all-star outfit with former
members of Weather Report and the Mahavishnu Orchestra.
McMurray’s tenor sax mimics the vocals on Dead singalong
classics like “Fire on the Mountain” and “Eyes of the World,”
but a couple tracks feature standout guest vocal performances.
Singer Bettye LaVette torches the
slow-burning Jerry Garcia-Robert
Hunter composition “Loser,” aided by
founding Dead guest guitarist Bob
Weir, and Herschel Boone’s vocals on
that songwriting duo’s “Touch of Grey”
steer the Dead’s late-career pop hit
into jazzy R&B territory.

Dave McMurray
Photo by Chris Wilson
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Blue Reality Quartet
Love Exists Everywhere

(Mahakala)
Love Exists Everywhere, Blue Reality
Quartet’s debut album, is ultimately an
ode to resilience and human connection
in the face of unimaginable loss. Recorded
late last year in New York’s East Side
Studios, at the height of the pandemic,
the album captures an introspective
improv session that showcases the
meticulous technique and impressionistic
explorations of four free-jazz masters.

Determined to have a musical
conversation against all odds, legendary
saxophonist Joe McPhee, versatile
reedman Michael Marcus and avantgarde drummers Jay Rosen and Warren
Smith embark on a memorable program
framed by the gravity of the moment,
but by no means tethered to it. Absent
any type of chordal instrument, the
unconventional quartet expertly probes
and teases sonic atmospheres created
in abstract interplay, shading them
with somber moods, introspection and
contemplative meanderings.
While a palpable heaviness seeps
through the seven tracks, the quartet
etches out spaces from muted tones
that lead to bright spots of exhilarating
exchanges, signaling an overall balance
and reemergence of life. Far from
conveying the kind of blissful ebullience
associated with love, “Love Exists
Everywhere,” the opening title track,
exudes desolation as reeds languorously
react to each other, while cymbals, bells,
chimes and vibraphone adorn the track
with suspended notes that seem to dangle

in the air like stars in an ominous night sky.
A sense of momentum builds
and steadily courses through “Joe’s
Train,” spilling into the playful “Coney
Island Funk.” “Bluer Than Blue,” which
features McPhee and Marcus meshing
melancholically on tenor sax and bass
clarinet respectively, is accented by
Smith’s luminous vibraphone and
Rosen’s rollicking, free-form stick work.
“East Side Dilemma” takes off with
freewheeling urgency and then settles
onto a higher plain conducive to dueling
solos between McPhee and Marcus,
while Smith and Rosen interlock in
intense rhythmic communion.
There’s a shift back to the album’s
overall meditative quality at the end
with “Warren’s Theme.” Marcus elongates
his phrases on bass flute and Smith’s
vibraphone shimmers translucent
clusters amid the percussive jangles,
rattles, clashes and splashes. It’s as if they
were trying to rouse the listener from a
dream, only there never really was one.
— Lissette Corsa

Blue Reality Quartet: From left, Joe McPhee, Warren Smith, Michael Marcus and Jay Rosen
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Carmichael’s “Skylark,” revisited in a
cool, complex, freely re-harmonizing
mode. And, on the stunning, post-Joni
Mitchell-esque tune “Plane Over Kansas”
— a duet between the leader and Becca
Stevens — the singer slyly name-checks
the standard “But Beautiful” in the flow
of poetic text.
Somehow, the varied directions and
flavors contained here cohere into an
impressive tapestry and portrait of an
artist emerging from a 10-year hiatus.
— Josef Woodard

Taylor Eigsti
Tree Falls

(GSI)
There is no easy way to describe Tree
Falls, pianist Taylor Eigsti’s first album
as a leader in more than a decade. Using
the “needle drop” sampling method
across its diverse tracks doesn’t help
much in clarifying a neat stylistic
through line, except to deliver the
album’s ultimate message of honest
eclecticism and remaining true to a
restless heart and ear.
Eigsti’s new burst of musical energy
illustrates the stylistic fluidity of what can
constitute a modern jazz album, and he has
potent allies in genre-flexible collaborators
such as drummer Eric Harland (whose
label/studio GSI was home base for this
project) and vocalists Gretchen Parlato and
Becca Stevens. The prodigious, accessible
pianist has kept busy over the years, but
waited for a ripe moment to unleash a
carefully considered album that doubles as
an artistic statement.
Instrumental and vocal aspects, as
on the infectious jazz-infused R&B tune
“Play With Me,” easily intermingle. On
tracks like “Sparky” and “Bandwiches,”
feisty post-fusion energies — albeit with
a fervent grand piano in the driver’s
seat — mix it up with lyrical, heart-onsleeve melodicism. Occasional homespun
“field recordings” counterbalance elegant
visitations from selective string parts.
Not incidentally, echoes of jazz
historical depth also logically figure
into the DNA here, as with Hoagy
Photo by Shervin Lainez

Skúli Sverrisson/Bill Frisell
Strata

(Newvelle)
Even on first listen, Strata evokes a
feeling of familiarity so rich that it
bleeds into nostalgia. Icelandic composer
and bassist Skúli Sverrisson exhibits
a rare ability to pen tunes that are
singular without being subversive.
These 10 gorgeous miniatures, available
now as a download, feature melodies
strong enough to make every tonal shift
feel inevitable, creating and satisfying
expectations in one continuous act. They
unfold like stray memories.
But the compositions themselves
are just outlines made for Bill Frisell
to color and animate. He does so
inventively, with strength of character
and without anything that resembles
a solo. Few guitarists are able to really
care for a melody the way Frisell does,
gently guiding each note forward, as if
balancing something fragile. Instead of
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Soundbites
Anthony Braxton

Quartet (Standards) 2020 (New Braxton House)
Avant-garde icon Braxton’s 13-disc, 67-track
box set documents his European tour from
last January. The tart-toned saxophonist,
backed by a British rhythm section, shines
on the more searing jazz standards (e.g. “The
Bridge,” “Impressions’’) and struggles on the prettier standard
tunes, especially ballads (“Prelude to a Kiss,” “Alfie”).

Jeff Lederer

Eightfold Path (little (i) music)
Eight simple tunes, each consisting of eight
bars, form the backbone of this potent effort
by tenor saxophonist Lederer’s Sunwatcher
Quartet. Jamie Saft’s spiky organ work is
the ideal foil for the leader’s bold, brawny
excursions. Recorded outdoors in single takes, the album is fueled
by unrelenting vigor. Two meditative tunes (on which Saft switches
to piano) add welcome changes of pace.

Barry Altschul’s 3Dom Factor

Long Tall Sunshine (Not Two)
At 78, drummer Barry Altschul remains a
dervish. These five pieces, recorded live
in Europe in spring 2019 with saxophonist
Jon Irabagon and bassist Joe Fonda, dance
between clamorous free jazz and frenetic
post-bop. 3Dom is very much a collective engine, with Irabagon
proving himself a virtually limitless improviser and Fonda restlessly
pushing the trio to new levels of energy.

The Baylor Project

Generations (Be a Light)
The second album by the husband-andwife team of drummer Marcus and singer
Jean Baylor is an ambitious affair, with
songs ranging from spirited Ray Charlesstyle R&B (“Strivin’”) to contemplative
jazz (Wayne Shorter’s “Infant Eyes,” with lyrics by Jean). A strong
gospel influence courses through it all. The record gets a lift from
artists such as Dianne Reeves, Jazzmeia Horn and Kenny Garrett,
and succeeds on the soulful assuredness of Jean’s vocals. But with
ultra-high-gloss production and all songs exceeding five minutes,
Generations suffers at times from overreach.
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By Eric Snider

Cochemea

Vol. II: Baca Sewa (Daptone)
Cochemea Gastelum has forged his own
brand of transcendental groove music. Baca
Sewa celebrates his indigenous Mexican
heritage with 10 tribal-style tunes, the driving
force of which is the irresistible percolation of
a large drum ensemble. Cochemea plays alto saxophone (laced with
electronic effects) and flute over the top. He’s no chops-smith, but
his rugged playing is a plus. Call-and-response chants add sauce.
The result is a sound that’s both ancient and futuristic.

Steven Bernstein’s
Millennial Territory Orchestra

Tinctures in Time (Community Music, Vol. 1)
(Royal Potato Family)
The trumpeter — who turned out brassy,
rowdy renditions of rock classics in the late
’90s-early 2000s with his band Sex Mob —
showcases his own beguiling compositions with the nine-piece MTO,
which includes five horns. Bernstein has a knack for making old jazz
styles sound very now. Most of the eight succinct tunes strut or creep
at slow to medium tempos, evoking a New Orleans-meets-noir flavor.

William Parker

Painters Winter (AUM Fidelity)
Bassist-composer Parker is joined by drummer
Hamid Drake and reed man/trumpeter
Daniel Carter for this mostly rewarding
effort consisting of five long pieces. Bookend
tunes “Groove 77” and “A Curley Russell”
fare best due to their relentless swing, powered by the collision of
uber-muscular bass work and ferocious drums. Unfortunately, two
meandering, drone-style pieces — with Parker on trombonium and
Carter on flute — put a drag on things.

Julian Lage

Squint (Blue Note)
Guitarist Lage steps up to Blue Note and
delivers another enjoyable trio album
showcasing his considerable skills and
knack for texture — just right measures of
fluidity, bite and his signature twang. Lage is
effectively the only soloist on Squint, which he’s been on most of his
records. At this point, he could use a companion improviser or two.

The Baylor Project’s Jean & Marcus Baylor
Photo by Deneka Peniston
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elaborating on the melodies or setting
them aside in favor of his own, Frisell
delivers them straight, focusing on
texture, groove and ambient counterpoint.
Strata is very much a recording
project, rather than a performance-based
collaboration that happens to have been
set to tape. For example, Frisell overdubs
liberally, saturating each track with an
alchemy of complementary tones from
his Telecaster. The sepia waves on the
cover art allude not only to the timeless
quality of the pieces, but also to the
warmth that defines the record, both
sonically and emotionally.
“Ancient Affection” begins with a
section of wistful baroque counterpoint
between bass and fingerpicked guitar.
Frisell doubles the lead line with a
heavily reverbed jazz tone that shifts
to muted arpeggios as two more
guitar layers sweep the piece into
an amorphous B section. The brittle
fingerpicking, blending seamlessly
with Sverrisson’s undulating bass
part, keeps the track moving with a
consistent gait and allows a series of
chords to open up in lieu of melodic
content. Frisell doubles the blunt chords
with a brighter tone while a faint
overdrive track lends roughness to the
background, quavering like a mirage.
The entire album wanders slowly, selfhypnotized. It comes off as effortless.
— Asher Wolf

Jalen Baker

This Is Me, This Is Us.

(Outside In Music)
It’s clear from the opening notes of
vibraphonist-composer Jalen Baker’s This
is Me, This is Us. that he was determined
to deliver a debut album that transcended
conventional post-bop.
The delicate chime of his vibes melds
with a string quartet in a soft, lovely
introduction to “So Help Me God.” Soon
after, the band enters, the tempo picks
up and a serpentine melody ensues,
with strings swirling in cinematic
flourishes. Solos weave in and out of the
arrangement — which at one point comes
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to a complete halt — rather than being
carved out and handed off. An impressive
accomplishment, in its way.
Over the course of nine more tunes
and at just under an hour, Baker and
company perform a series of complex,
meticulously arranged and expertly
performed originals — plus a short and
dreamy, solo-vibes version of Stevie
Wonder’s “Love’s in Need of Love Today,”
which closes the record.
While This is Me, This is Us. is an
admirable effort by the Houston-based
Baker, it falls short of establishing much
in the way of emotional resonance.
The tunes tend to be overstuffed with
ideas and counterpoint, each new motif
crowding out or covering up the last.
This setting stunts the impact of the
individual players, particularly Baker,
who clearly has skill. Pianist Paul Cornish
impresses with some knotty lines in a
limited role. Trumpeter Giveton Gelin has
a confidently brassy tone, but his solos
fail to thrive amid such a cramped and
busy aural palette.
This is studious, serious music made
by young musicians with considerable
academic credentials. Song titles such
as “We Regret To Inform You,” “Obey/
Disobey,” “Healing,” “Patience,” “Praise”
and others show that Baker had lofty
themes in mind. Then there’s “Don’t
Shoot,” which hurtles along on a jittery
groove and manages a vaguely nervous
energy. But if this is protest music,
where’s the rage?
—Eric Snider

Anna Webber
Idiom

(Pi)
Anna Webber has firmly established a
reputation as an innovative improviser
and composer whose works blur the
lines between jazz improvisation and
new music. As the title of her latest
album, a double-disc production,
suggests, the saxophonist-flutist has
set out to accomplish nothing less
than to create a musical language of
her own. Extended techniques such as
multiphonics — producing several notes
simultaneously — are in abundance,
and not just as vehicles for solo
expression, but as elements employed
by the group and embedded in the
compositions themselves.
Disc One features Webber’s longrunning Simple Trio with pianist Matt
Mitchell and drummer John Hollenbeck.
Disc Two expands the palette with a
12-piece ensemble that includes a mix of jazz
luminaries — including trumpeter Adam
O’Farrill and trombonist Jacob Garchik —
and new music stars such as violinist Erica
Dicker and cellist Mariel Roberts.
The repeating, whirring flutepiano counterpoint of the opening trio
track “Idiom I” suggests a Steve Reich
composition, but with a harder edge,
thanks in large part to Hollenbeck’s
flickering percussion. “Idiom III’s”
danceable rhythms, punctuated by
Mitchell’s pulsing staccato, provide an
ironic contrast to Webber’s quivering
drones on tenor. “Forgotten Best”
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represents a slight departure; its
descending harmonic structure is almost
stately compared with the abstractions
found elsewhere.
Things turn especially dizzying
when Webber applies her techniques to
the large ensemble, which takes on the
seven-track suite comprising “Idiom VI.”
Strings and horns produce a sound like a
buzzing hive on “Movement I,” with quick,
dissonant interjections from the group
intermittently disrupting the murmur.
The album’s final piece, “Interlude 4 &
Movement VI,” begins with a celestial
atmosphere of flute multiphonics and ends
in a thicket of sound before giving way to
Webber’s fluttering, whispering tenor.
Dense and complex, sometimes
unsettling but frequently playful, Idiom is
certainly not casual listening. But the more
you give in to Webber’s extraordinary
sonic universe, the deeper the rewards.
— John Frederick Moore

Ben Goldberg

Everything Happens to Be.

(BAG)
There’s plenty happening on Ben
Goldberg’s enigmatically titled new album,
which thrives on group interactions,
stylistic shifts and pinpoint clarity. But
Everything Happens to Be. may well be the
most relaxed-sounding album the San
Francisco-based clarinetist or any of the
East Coast all-stars gathered here — tenor
saxophonist Ellery Eskelin, guitarist Mary
Halvorson, bassist Michael Formanek and
drummer Tomas Fujiwara — have recorded.

Most of the songs have a balmlike quality, perhaps in response to the
pandemic (which Goldberg documented
on Plague Diary, his extraordinary series
of homemade recordings). The exceptional
rapport he’s developed over the years with
these musicians, who have played with
each other in many settings, certainly
contributes to the album’s sense of ease.
And then there’s the stirring
simplicity of most of Goldberg’s
compositions. Inspired by the classical
chorale, most of the tunes are based on
three- or four-note melodies that are
introduced by the clarinetist (who’s in
close-to-the-vest mode through much
of the album) and then gently trailed
or shadowed, note by note, in a kind of
staggered counterpoint by Eskelin. While
the solos are powerfully evocative, there
are relatively few of them and they are
brief. The rich harmonies come first.
As restrained as the musicians are,
there’s a granular depth to their playing,
which is grounded in Halvorson’s patented
electric effects, here plinky and bright, there
gnarled and machine-like. Her exquisitely
controlled contribution to “Fred Hampton,”
a mournful but resilient tribute to the
slain Black Panther leader, is one of her
finest pieces of accompaniment. The music
gains complexity and inside intensity on
the bluesy, impressionistic “Cold Weather,”
which draws in modernistic fashion
on traditional jazz and the rhapsodic
Gershwin. Ultimately, though, a sunny
sense of belief is cast via the classic hymn
“Abide With Me” — religion, of course, being
the ultimate balm for believers.
— Lloyd Sachs

turned heads back in 2015, has capably
led bands since graduating from Berklee
and Queens College more than a decade
ago. While Thelonious Monk’s dissonant
yet charming compositions have been
explored by practically every jazz
musician ever to play a note, Powell’s
more frenetic, accelerated music receives
comparatively few readings. Conde takes
fleet Powell tunes such as “Bouncing With
Bud,” “Parisian Thoroughfare,” and “Celia,”
adds extra percussion and flamenco
hand claps, duly syncopates every part,
and still manages to deliver ethereal
interpretations exhibiting the buoyancy
and direction of a sleek ketch sailing
down island. But make no mistake: This
intricately arranged, thoroughly rehearsed
descarga, or jam, is not Bud light.
The trio of pianist Conde, bassist Jeff
Chambers and drummer Colin Douglas
form the nucleus of the band, heard on
all nine tracks. John Santos and Sergio
Martínez intersperse various hand
drums throughout; Jose Luis de la Paz
adds guitar to the medium-grooving
“Oblivion” and “Parisian Thoroughfare”;
and Jeff Narell plays steel pan on “Wail.”
Trumpeter Mike Olmos solos admirably
on “Tempus Fugit” and the opening “The
Fruit,” an uptempo rarity originally
performed solo piano by the composer.
Conde strategically changes things
up, moving geographically to the
Caribbean with a jubilant calypso version
of “Wail.” “Dusk in Saudi” is a soleá, a
sublime ballad previously recorded only
on solo piano by Powell and Chick Corea.

Alex Conde

Descarga for Bud

(SedaJazz)
The highly accented 12/8 rhythms of
bulerías and soleáres are common to
Spanish flamenco music. But lending
such qualities to the music of seminal bop
pianist Bud Powell produces a unique and
individual jazz set.
Spanish pianist and composer
Alex Conde, whose Descarga for Monk
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The various orchestration devices
employed by Conde, including alternate
chord changes, extended forms, written
accents, vamps, false endings and various
changes in dynamic levels (louds and
softs) — let alone his ability to translate
standard 4/4 bebop into Ibero-American
and Caribbean tours de force — reveal this
bandleader as a truly masterful arranger.
He and his band deserve numerous kudos
for their ultra-musical rendering.
— James Rozzi

Roy Brooks

Understanding

(Reel to Real)
Here’s yet more astonishing music
performed live at Baltimore’s venerable
Left Bank Jazz Society. The quintet led by
drummer Roy Brooks played as if their
lives depended on it for the crowd at the
Famous Ballroom in November 1970, and
the music on this double CD is as exciting
as jazz gets.
Everyone was “on,” but trumpeter
Woody Shaw was really having a night.
His tone sharpened to a gleaming edge,
he strings phrases of outrageously wide
intervallic leaps and burning-hot high
notes that plunge to earth with blues licks,
then shoot skyward again, pushing higher
and higher each time. His solos on the title
track and on “Zoltan” are highlights.
Tenor saxophonist Carlos Garnett
sports a soaring, airy texture in the
upper register that sends his solos into
the stratosphere in smooth, tightly
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coiling runs that are swift and graceful.
He takes “Billie’s Bounce” into inside/
outside territory that Charlie Parker never
dreamed of. In the rhythm section, no one
plays a note that pianist Harold Mabern
isn’t all over, fleshing out harmonies and
relentlessly goading his bandmates. Brooks
keeps up a constant elevated chatter,
driving the band with sheer power and
leaving no option for anyone to slack off.
Cecil McBee provides a steady harmonic/
rhythmic anchor; he’s a warm, dark
presence in a music that is all brilliant
scintillations of color and boiling rhythm.
The quintet never lets up and it
would be simply exhausting instead of
exhilarating if they didn’t match the
energy level with substantial ideas,
variegated colors and textures, and close
listening that channels the physical
exuberance into high art.
— Ed Hazell

Alchemy Sound Project
Afrika Love

(ARC)
This third disc from Alchemy Sound
Project revels in flow, but it opens with a
stutter: a staggered melodic motif, written
by bassist David Arendt, amplified by the
stark stereo image (two horns squarely in
each speaker). The evolving theme echoes
that motif, building walls of sound that
give way to a freely improvised solo from
the splendid pianist Sumi Tonooka, and
a spirited, driving conversation between
the two tenor saxophonists. That’s a lot

to pack into less than seven minutes; but
then, Afrika Love excels at making this
septet sound twice as big as it really is.
Several techniques contribute to this
sonic illusion. The arrangements forge
the horns into tableaus that range from
brash polyphony to pastoral ensembles to
attractively dissonant four-horn chorales.
This variety relies heavily on the extreme
doubling of tenor saxophonists Erica
Lindsay and Salim Washington. Together
they handle another five instruments,
including alto flute and oboe which,
on the title track, whisk the listener to
a gorgeous sunrise somewhere in the
Middle East; it leads to a hard-swinging
6/8 section, with Samantha Boshnack’s
trumpet solo punctuated by lower-register
warnings from trombone and tenor. And
much credit goes to drummer Chad Taylor,
whose dry kit sound tempers a rhythmic
whirlwind, making the music larger but
more intimate at the same time.
Alchemy Sound Project came together
as a quintet in 2014 at a weeklong
workshop combining jazz and Western
classical techniques. As on previous discs,
the program includes compositions by all
five core members. (On each album, they
have invited a different trombonist and
drummer; Afrika Love features Taylor and
trombonist Michael Ventoso.)
From the descriptions above, you
might suspect a kinship with the muscular
swagger and compositional audacity
of Charles Mingus. You’d be right, but
the flattery does not derive from mere
imitation. Instead, these musicians — who
clearly admire Mingus (and Mingus’ idol,
Duke Ellington) — find distinctive ways
of extending and expanding his aesthetic.
In so doing, they have created a small yet
disproportionately mighty repertoire of their
own, well served on this intoxicating effort.
— Neil Tesser
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Alchemy Sound Project, from left, Samantha Boshnack, Erica Lindsay, Sumi Tonooka, David Arendt and Salim Washington
Photo by Karen Sterling

THIS COULD
BE THE START
OF SOMETHING

BIG
I

By Neil Tesser

’ve spent some time recently listening to vocalist
Roseanna Vitro’s very first album, Listen Here — or
rather, re-listening: Vitro reissued the album on CD this
year. I still have the original vinyl, released in 1984 on
her one-and-done Texas Rose label, back when the CD
was still an exotic newcomer. She has since released
more than a dozen albums, earning jazz-world prominence with
her dark-honey timbre and exuberantly versatile phrasing.
Vitro hasn’t stood still; she has nearly 40 years of subsequent life
experiences, and digging into that trove, she has mastered the art
of communicating the lessons learned. Comparing that first effort
to her later work, I can hear some missteps. Yet Listen Here retains its
own honored niche in my memory. It led to a decades-long friendship,
which in turn provides a quite specific perspective on her career.
Without question, and even as a first recording, Listen Here
made good on its title imperative — this is someone you should
hear! — and with Kenny Barron, Buster Williams and Ben Riley
in the band, Roseanna had all the support one could want. (Also,
Fred Hersch wrote the arrangements.) At the time, I was the jazz
critic for USA Today, where I placed an enthusiastic review of the
album. The following year, Roseanna contacted me and asked if
I would consider writing the liner notes for her next recording.
I considered this an especially flattering request, since I’d be
following the guy who annotated the first album — revered
songwriter, comedian and innovative TV host Steve Allen.
The timing smacked of kismet: I was slated to visit New
York a month or so later, and Roseanna suggested we meet in
Manhattan and talk about the upcoming record. Still in my
early 30s, this gave me a good feeling about where my socalled career might be headed — even before Roseanna, bubbly
and spunky, driving a stylish sedan, picked me up at a corner
in midtown right around sunset and played me the tracks of
her second album as she sped downtown, challenging NYC
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cabbies like a native. (She’s from Arkansas, actually.)
Those of us who study jazz and its history, including those
who write about it, relish the chance to “grow up” with an artist as
their talent and vision continue to evolve. I can read and listen to
everything available about Armstrong and Parker, Ellington and
Coltrane, and gain a deep admiration for their lives and music: They
come alive as revered teachers of past generations. But the chance to
meet a contemporaneous musician, early in her career, and then to
watch her arc develop in real time — perhaps in tandem with one’s
own accomplishments — lends an entirely different appreciation.
Instead of absorbing her story as compacted from another era, I get
to share that history as it unfolds, step by step with my own.
Over the years, Roseanna’s musicianship has steadily
evolved. In 1984, she could bewitch and bedazzle in a few
phrases; now she provides lilting uplift or sobering pathos in
just a couple of notes. Besides that, she’s established herself as
a respected educator and valued collaborator. She’s mined rich
musical ore by diving into heady compositions by McCoy Tyner,
Bill Evans and Kenny Werner. And she’s demonstrated an ear for
smartly turned concepts, successfully translating into jazz the
songbooks of Ray Charles, Clare Fischer and Randy Newman.
There’s a kind of — what? pride? affection? empathy? —
that comes from looking back on the careers of musicians I’ve
gotten to know as we’ve both come of age. It extends beyond the
listening. It’s not restricted to journalists: Any longtime fan who
has followed a musical hero from the start will recognize this
emotion. We all have certain memory markers along those epic
journeys. As I write this, Roseanna has grabbed her producer’s
hat to put the final touches on a new project: Sing a Song of Bird,
with lyrics sung to Charlie Parker compositions. Nonetheless,
my mind darts back to a golden-hour springtime drive with a
happening chick (period-appropriate slang) and the start of a
long, rewarding ride with the music and the artist behind it.
Photo by John Abbott
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